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The year 2020 will be known as the fastest and slowest year
on record. It’s hard to believe we’re already at the end of the
calendar, but at the same time, it feels like January 2020 was a
lifetime ago. Time is a funny thing.
Many have been ready to say “good riddance” to 2020 since
the summertime or even before. For many, the hits this year
just keep on coming; the thought of a new year with a clean
slate is extremely appealing. Sometimes I feel like I’m the only
one asking 2020 to just slow down!
In my last letter, I talked about dropping my baby off at daycare for the first time. Now, at eight months old, she looks less
and less like a little baby every day, and more and more like a
little girl. When I hear others say how awful 2020 has been, I’ll
often nod my head in agreement, but deep down, I think about
how profoundly my life changed this year — for the better. For
my family, 2020 has been a new beginning. And it hurts me to
think that for others, this year has been filled with great loss
and uncertainty.
If your 2020 was like mine, I’m so glad to hear this year
had some positives. If you’re ready to kick 2020 to the curb, I
sincerely hope the new year brings you a new beginning.
Next year will bring some new changes to Group Tour
magazine. Like you, we’ve braved the storm of 2020 and have
adapted. You will receive four print magazines next year,
every quarter, starting in February, along with lots of new and
exclusive content on our website, grouptourmagazine.com.
We’ll have new content online daily; I encourage you to check
back often and to follow us on Facebook and Instagram for the
articles and itinerary inspiration you know and love.
I hope you enjoy our last issue of 2020. Our cover story on
winter sports destinations shares great group getaways, social
distancing included. You’ll also find features on New York City;
Detroit, Michigan; Harrodsburg, Kentucky; Fredericksburg,
Texas; and Extremadura, Spain.
As always, we appreciate your readership and support of
Group Tour magazine. I wish you all a safe and happy holiday
season!
Until next time,

Editor’s Note:

During this period of social distancing, Group Tour
magazine will continue to provide group travel
inspiration. Please contact destinations and attractions
directly for updated reopening and safety information.

Courtney Birchmeier
courtney@grouptour.com

grouptourmagaziner.com
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ONTREND

New tour company
crafts virtual
experiences
By DavID Hoekman

At Happy Times
Tours & Experiences,
virtual experiences
are part of the
product lineup just
like day trips and
casino trips.
The tour company, located in the
Milwaukee suburb of West Allis, Wisconsin, launched in July.
“When COVID-19 started, never did
I think I would be producing videos
and recordings in 2020,” said Kris
Hoff, president and CEO. “But I find
myself doing just that. And, I am
enjoying the challenge.”
Hoff said the company is starting
to offer traditional tours with limited
seating and other requirements to
keep everyone as safe as possible.
But many people do not yet feel
safe going on a tour. Or they are
looking for an activity that will lift
their spirits. Moreover, Hoff noted,
many groups cannot take any trips at
this time but are looking for something to engage their clients.
So Happy Times Tours & Experiences developed virtual experiences to
8
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provide people with a tour experience
even if they are not ready to go out.
“It is a whole new tour world out
there, so you just have to move and
work with what people will be interested in,” Hoff said.
The company offers several virtual
experiences. All include items from local businesses. Hoff’s team members
have recorded video presentations
that show what the businesses do,
their history and more.
“People who purchase the package can choose to do the drive-thru
pickup or we do ship nationally as
well,” Hoff said. “In their package they
receive all the items listed in a tour
plus a jump drive that contains all
the recordings we have so they can
watch and experience all these great
businesses. The only exception to this
is our Wisconsin Cocktail Experience
boxes, which will have a presentation
on either how to make the perfect
Wisconsin Old Fashioned or the perfect Wisconsin Bloody Mary.”
For groups, the company also is offering limited in-person presentations,
Zoom presentations and other ways
to present the information depending
on each group’s needs.
Hoff said Happy Times Tours &
Experiences adds value to the virtual

Kris Hoff

experiences by making sure they are
affordable. “People do receive a good
amount of treats, and we have done
all the work making sure they get
the extra ‘behind-the-scenes’ of the
businesses,” she said. “All businesses
are local to Wisconsin and really are
small businesses.”
An occasional challenge for Happy
Times Tours & Experiences is when
a business does not want to be
included in a virtual experience. “We
cannot always understand why they
are not interested, but we just look
for someone else who has a good
product, a good business story and
fits what we are looking for to complete our experience,” Hoff said.
According to Hoff, the reaction of
clients to the virtual experiences has
been very positive.
“It is filling a lot of demands from
group leaders that are not able to offer
travel at this time,” she said. “We also
have had people that are signing up for
the drive-thru pickups because this is
something fun they can do at home.”
Virtual experiences also make great
gifts, Hoff said. n
Happy Times Tours & Experiences
414-867-2727
happytimestours.com

is Hoff
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SPOTLIGHT

Starr Bus Charter & Tours,
rich in history, has
eye on the future
By cindy fish

Starr Bus Charter and Tours, based in Trenton,
New Jersey, is one of the largest family-owned
bus companies in the United States. Sandy
Borowsky, a third-generation family member, operates the business along with her husband and
parents. Borowsky serves as the vice president,
tours & marketing for the company that began in
1947 when her grandfather purchased two transit
buses that provided route service between Trenton and Hightstown, New Jersey. Today, Starr is
an industry leader
providing charter
transportation, tour
service, convention
shuttle service and
transportation fulfillment. Borowsky
shared her insight
on the current
status and future of
group travel.
Sandy Borowsky

Starr Bus Charter & Tours
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Starr owner
Alan Glickman
and daughter
Sandy Borowsky,
vice president,
tours & marketing

Q. COVID-19 has severely affected the travel industry.
What tourism trends are you seeing that impact your
business, how you work and the future of group travel?
A. Because COVID-19 has wreaked havoc on our revenues,
profits and cash flow, we have to work smarter and more efficiently than ever. We must keep our expenses low in order
to keep offering the best tours at the best value. Additionally, we have to focus on customer service and building
relationships with our clients that create trust. Customers
must trust that companies will take good care of them and
keep them safe and away from harm. We have been doing
that effectively at Starr but have had to reinvent due to
COVID-19.
Q. What do you see as an opportunity that
will come out of the current crisis?
A. There will be a lot of pent-up demand for travel and for
those who want to make up for lost time not being able to
travel. Many customers worked their whole life, saved up
money and were ready to travel when COVID-19 hit. Lots of
customers have told me they will take two years’ worth of
trips in one year to make up for lost time!
Q. What advice would you give to group travel
planners trying to grow their business?
A. Make sure you have a way to build your customer base.
This is something we struggle with all the time. We were
able to build our public customer list many years ago using
the newspaper. Now that newspaper has shifted to online,
we rely on Google — but referrals are a larger part of our
business than ever before. Don’t be afraid to ask for referrals and reward those who do the referring!

Starr Bus Charter & Tours

Q. What is the “next big thing” for
Starr Bus Charter & Tours?

Q. Tell me about your favorite tour you have
planned or gone on. What made it special?

A. We think there is a big opportunity in crowdsourced
transportation to events like rallies, concerts, sporting
events, college break shuttles home/back and much more.
We have partnered with a startup rally — rally.co — whose
technology connects riders with other riders going to the
same event or destination, then delivers high-end buses
to get them there and back safely. The last few years have
delivered steady growth with more opportunity to grow in
the future.

A. I love our “Birthday Bash” tours. Each year we celebrate
Starr’s birthday with a new destination and fun activities as
a part of the tour package. We usually have about 200–300
people who join us each year and we have so much fun.
We’ve been to Pigeon Forge, Myrtle Beach, Catskill Mountains and more! I love meeting our travelers and getting
to know them, hearing their stories and learning about
why they love Starr. This reinvigorates me for another year
around the sun of tour planning! The destination doesn’t
matter, it’s the people you surround yourself with!

Q: What is your favorite travel app?
A: I love Tripadvisor! Nothing fancy, just the tried and true
version! Not only do I use it to get information and feedback about hotels, attractions, destinations, restaurants
(both personally and professionally) but I also contribute to
the community by writing reviews. Recently I was the No. 3
Reviewer in the town where I live. (I was quite proud of this
accomplishment!). I like to give payback when I am provided
with value.

Q. Tell me three words that describe
why we should travel.
A. Memories, experiences, growth. n
Starr Bus Charter & Tours
609-587-0626
starrtours.com

grouptourmagaziner.com
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news & notes
Rock City Gardens reveals
new trail enhancements
Rock City Gardens in Lookout Mountain, Georgia, announced its most
significant trail enhancement project
in recent years is underway, with
several features already completed.
The Enchanted Trail takes on more
of a fairytale feeling beginning with
the large arched portal door entrance
to Fat Man’s Squeeze, leading to the
latest installments in the Hall of the
Mountain King. New trail features
include a completed tunnel with glass
ornaments set into the sparkling stone
ceiling, use of fiber optics for colors
and lighting, scroll design in the stone
pathway and steps showcasing fossils
and glowing jewels. Elements currently being installed involve a decorative railing, troll sculpture and grand
staircase. Installments targeted for
2021 include an all-new Rainbow Hall
with windows made from handmade
art glass in the order of the rainbow,
a bronze door set with colorful glass
in the archway, an entrance portal for
the Kingdom of the Trolls and an enormous chandelier with large crystals in
the colors of the rainbow.
706-820-2531, seerockcity.com

‘Supernatural America’
set for Toledo
“Supernatural America: The Paranormal
in American Art” is scheduled to be on
view from June 12 to Sept. 5, 2021, at
the Toledo Museum of Art in Toledo,
Ohio. It’s the first museum exhibition
to broadly examine the relationship
between American artists and the supernatural. This complex and multifaceted subject has beguiled American
artists for centuries, and it remains
compelling today.
419-255-8000, toledomuseum.org

Round Barn Theatre
announces 2021 season

MGE-managed ilani
reveals plans

The Round Barn Theatre at The Barns
of Nappanee, Home of Amish Acres
in Nappanee, Indiana, has announced
its 2021 season. The first production,
The Hunchback of Notre Dame, a new
musical based on the Victor Hugo
novel and songs from the Disney film,
is scheduled for March 25–April 18.
When Calls the Heart the Musical,
May 7–July 17; Land That I Love, July
1–Aug. 8; You’re a Good Man, Charlie
Brown, July 29–Aug. 2; Little Women,
Sept. 30–Oct. 23; A Musical Christmas
Carol: Charles Dickens’ Classic Tale,
Nov. 4–Dec. 31.

Mohegan Gaming & Entertainment,
manager of ilani in Ridgefield, Washington, has announced major updates
to the integrated entertainment
resort. In partnership with the Cowlitz
Tribe, Howard S. Wright and Friedmutter Group, ilani will feature additions
to its exterior and interior designs,
including two new restaurants, expanded gaming space and a 14-story
hotel tower. Construction on the dining venues and gaming space began
in October 2020, with construction on
the 300-room hotel to begin in 2021.

574-773-4188,
thebarnsatnappanee.com
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Universal Orlando Resort
reveals new Jurassic World
VelociCoaster
Florida’s fastest and tallest launch
coaster — along with a pack of fierce
Velociraptors — will be unleashed
at Universal Orlando Resort in 2021
with the debut of Jurassic World
VelociCoaster. This new species of
roller coaster touts a series of intense
maneuvers that will send guests catapulting up to 70 mph and more than
150 feet in the air with the swiftest of
prehistoric predators. The coaster will
open at Universal’s Islands of Adventure theme park.
universaltraveladvisors.com

AREA15 opens
in Las Vegas
AREA15, located minutes from the Las
Vegas Strip, in Las Vegas, Nevada,
opened in September. Billed as the
world’s first purpose-built experiential
entertainment complex, AREA15 offers
live events and immersive activations.
There are also monumental art installations indoors and the outdoor Art
Island, groundbreaking technology,
funky retail boutiques, and bars and
eateries.
area15.com

Boston Ballet reimagines
2020–21 season
Boston Ballet is committed to the
safety and welfare of its dancers,
musicians, stagers, artisans, faculty,
administrative staff, volunteers and
audiences. Given the ongoing impact
of the coronavirus pandemic, Artistic
Director Mikko Nissinen announced
a reimagined 57th season with three
major components: The Nutcracker
on broadcast television, the BB@
yourhome virtual dance series and two
in-person, live programs at the Citizens Bank Opera House: off the chART
(May 6–16, 2021) and ChoreograpHER
(May 20–30, 2021).
617-695-6950, bostonballet.org

New ‘Women in the Air
Force’ exhibit coming to
National Museum of the
U.S. Air Force

Liza Voll, courtesy of Boston Ballet

San Diego to welcome
Comic-Con Museum
Comic-Con Museum is set to open
in late summer 2021 in the Federal
Building in Balboa Park in San Diego,
California. The museum will encourage
an appreciation of comics and related
popular arts through exhibits, programs and events.
comic-con.org/museum

The National Museum of the U.S.
Air Force in Dayton, Ohio, is honoring women with a new exhibit titled
“Women in the Air Force: From Yesterday into Tomorrow,” which highlights
achievements in their civilian and military careers with an emphasis on the
U.S. Air Force and its predecessors.
The exhibit, which is currently being
installed in several galleries throughout the museum, will be completed in
early 2021 and covers historical issues;
changes in laws and attitudes; and
women’s contributions to the Air Force
mission.
nationalmuseum.af.mil
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WINTER
SPORTS
Fresh snow, great outdoors promote
socially distanced experiences
By Kate O’Neil
As COVID-19 has driven many
activities, dining tables and store racks
outdoors, there is no better way to enjoy
winter than heading back outside to
play in the freshly fallen snow. From
mountaintops to tree-covered trails,
groups can step into winter wonderlands
to escape crowds and enjoy afternoon
dog sledding trips or nightly sleigh rides
through beautifully lit resort villages.
Whether skiing or snowshoeing
to your next cup of hot cocoa, do so
with the help of these snow-covered
destinations.

Ultimate Dog Sledding
Experience
OXFORD, MAINE

Growing up in a dog sledding family and competing in a number of
races for years, Alexander Therriault (who placed as one of the top 10
racers in North America a number of times) wanted to turn his passion
into a business.
“Ultimate Dog Sledding started off very small but now we have
grown to be the largest dog sledding company in New England,” said
Therriault, owner and founder of Ultimate Dog Sledding Experience.
The company whisks groups through the vast Maine woods and
provides them with a unique experience — dashing through a winter
wonderland while being pulled by a team of dogs.
Able to accommodate groups up to 20, Ultimate Dog Sledding pro-

Ultimate Dog Sledding Experience

Ultimate Dog Sledding Experience
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Crystal Mountain Resort
Crystal Mountain Resort

vides one- and two-hour tours
that allow groups to dip their
toes into the dog sledding world.
Want something more thrilling? The Mountain Tour takes
adventurers up almost 2,000 feet
on Streaked Mountain and then
swiftly back down, providing not
only an exciting trip but a chance
to see how fast the dogs can go.
“We also offer the Intro to
Alexander Therriault,
owner and founder of
Dog Sledding course, which
Ultimate Dog
gives hands-on experience and
Sledding Experience
teaches you what you need to
Ultimate Dog Sledding Experience
know to run your own dog
team,” Therriault said.
The dogs, hand-raised since birth, are mostly Alaskan Husky, with a
small percentage of German Shorthaired Pointer mixed in as well.
While the kennel base is located in Oxford, the trails are located on
snowmobile trails in Hebron, Bethel and Casco, Maine. Multiple trails
provide views of the Appalachian Mountains and in some spots, a beautiful frozen lake.
“Dog sledding is truly a bucket-list activity,” Therriault said. “It
combines starkly beautiful scenery, a deep connection with some lovable
animals, and a thrilling, unforgettable ride. Dog sledding is one of the
most uniquely beautiful ways to enjoy winter in Maine.”
Ultimate Dog Sledding Experience
207-890-4393
ultimatedogsleddingexperience.com

Crystal
Mountain
Resort

THOMPSONVILLE, MICHIGAN
Crystal Mountain Resort is more than just
a winter sports destination — it’s an entire village featuring shopping, dining, relaxation and
fitness options for groups.
This pedestrian-friendly village and resort
features 58 downhill trails, six glade areas
for alpine skiing and over 15 miles of trails
for cross-country skiing — making a total of
102 skiable acres in America’s water-winter
wonderland.
“With hundreds of acres of wide open
spaces and plenty of room to cross-country
and downhill ski, snowboard, snowshoe, fat
tire bike and ice skate at Crystal Mountain,
there are ample opportunities to get outside
and take in lots of fresh air,” said Don Finn,
director of group sales at the resort.
A number of packages are available for
groups looking to ski at Crystal Mountain;
whether a downhill skiing day trip or an
overnight stay with the intent to hit the crosscountry trails, groups can receive discounted
rates.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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If snowshoeing is the group’s desire, Crystal Mountain is home to the
Michigan Legacy Art Park — a 30-acre wooded preserve featuring more
than 40 sculptures located throughout some of the snowshoeing trails.
After a day packed with adrenaline pumping activities, settle down
with a horse-drawn surrey ride through the cozy Crystal Mountain village. Shop for Crystal Mountain merchandise at one of the many stores
then enjoy a relaxing dinner at one of the resort’s eateries.
The spa is also a great way to unwind after playing in the fresh
powder; the 18,500-square-foot oasis offers everything from massages to
facials and will design group-specific experiences.
Crystal Mountain’s Crystal Clean Promise ensures a safe stay at the
resort, with a number of new installations including NASA-developed
air scrubbing technology, HEPA air purifiers and opened dampers to
bring in 20% more fresh air.
“Fresh, clean air will be important this winter,” Finn said. “All part
of our Crystal Clean promise, we are committed to employee and staff
safety.”
Crystal Mountain Resort
855-995-5146
crystalmountain.com

Anthony Lakes
Mountain Resort
NORTH POWDER, OREGON

Crystal Mountain Resort

Crystal Mountain Resort
Crystal Mountain Resort
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Sometimes, all a group needs to enjoy winter sports is a simple day trip, free of congested
lift lines and crowded lodges.
Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort (ALMR)
provides just that; a full-service day lodge situated 7,100 feet high in Oregon’s Blue Mountains, ALMR is remote and quaint.
“Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort is an
unforgettable snow rider’s experience,” said
Chelsea Judy, marketing director at ALMR.
“Affordable and friendly with little to no lift
lines, endless powder, scenic Nordic trails and
breathtaking views, Anthony Lakes is love at
first sight. Don’t overlook this winter playground!”
From exhilarating descents down the
mountain to leisurely hikes through the
woods, ALMR is simple to navigate, while also
offering a range of adventures for groups.
“Anthony Lakes offers 1,100 acres of liftaccessed skiing and snowboarding, as well as
up to 30 kilometers of groomed and track set
Nordic trails,” Judy said. “We offer discounted

Snowshoe Mountain Resort
SNOWSHOE, WEST VIRGINIA

Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort
Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort

lift tickets for groups of 10 or more.”
Explore northeastern Oregon scenery
while cross-country skiing or snowshoeing.
Then, end the day with a bowl of chili and a
cup of hot cocoa at The Lodge, Anthony Lakes’
on-site retreat center featuring a cozy fireplace
and large windows with views of the slopes.
Need something a little stronger? Hop over
to Starbottle Saloon to try locally brewed beers
and roasted coffee. Groups might even catch
live music performances.
A number of ALMR’s lodging partners
accommodate groups planning an overnight
stay in the region. From charming lodges to
historic hotels, groups will enjoy a comfortable, cozy stay near the base of ALMR.
“ALMR is a unique place with a downhome
feel,” Judy said. “The small ski area is full of big
smiles and lots of great snow and terrain.”
Due to COVID-19, all group visits must
be scheduled ahead of time through ALMR’s
group coordinator, Jaime Kmetic at jaime@
anthonylakes.com.
Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort
541-856-3277
anthonylakes.com

Home to over 60 trails, Snowshoe Mountain Resort’s picturesque
location in the Appalachian Mountains boasts three distinct areas; The
Mountain, The Village and Silver Creek.
“Our remote location and breathtaking scenery make Snowshoe the
perfect place to disconnect from the outside world and really focus on
enjoying time with your group,” said Shawn Cassel, digital marketing &
PR manager at the resort.
The resort recently reopened for its winter season on Nov. 25, as it
prepared to welcome guests back safely to the mountain with adjusted
operations like expanded equipment rentals, expanded meal delivery
and takeout options, and much more.
Groups of 25 or more are eligible for special rates and will enjoy more
than skiing, snowboarding, snowshoeing and other winter sports, but also
high-end dining and shops selling West Virginia products in The Village.
At The Mountain, groups will find more than 60 trails and glades,
five terrain parks, night skiing, tubing, snowmobiling and even horseback riding through the backcountry.
Silver Creek is perfect for nighttime sporting, with extra bright HIDlit slopes and galactic tubing at the 6-story Coca-Cola Tube Park — a
nighttime-only experience.
“The backcountry hut makes for a unique dining experience for
groups,” Cassel said. Groups will venture through the Cheat Mountain
Ridge Trail in one of Snowshoe’s heated, 4-seat Polaris RZRs to reach the
Sunrise Backcountry Hut for a three-course meal.
“This winter is certain to look a lot different due to the pandemic,
with capacity being closely monitored and managed,” Cassel said.
“Please make sure to book all your tickets and activities in advance to
ensure availability.” n
Snowshoe Mountain Resort
877-536-9757
snowshoemtn.com

Snowshoe Mountain Resort
Snowshoe Mountain

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Detroit

Resilient Motor City keeps moving
By David Hoekman

Greenfield Village
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Detroit’s tourism industry was running on all cylinders when COVID-19
struck with horrific force. Now Detroit
— complex and spirited — is again
on the comeback trail.
“We are excited to see that our
Metro Detroit attractions have begun
to reopen and are welcoming back
guests to discover why Detroit is the
place to visit,” said Renee Monforton,
vice president, marketing & communications, at Detroit Metro Convention
& Visitors Bureau.

Clockwise from left: EE Berger, Bill Bowen, GTM/David Hoekman (3)

Autos to arts

Detroit is the Motor City, and auto heritage
sites are all around.
One place to start is the Ford Piquette Avenue
Plant, known as the birthplace of the Model T. See
where the Model T was developed and where the
first 12,000 Model Ts were assembled.
While The Henry Ford in Dearborn covers more than automotive history, cars are not
neglected. The Henry Ford Museum of American
Innovation includes “Driving America,” a collection of historically significant vehicles. At Greenfield Village, tour Ford’s workshop and ride in an
authentic Model T. The Ford Rouge Factory Tour
is currently closed, but when tours resume visitors
will be able to get a look at the final assembly of
Ford F-150 pickup trucks.
Group bookings are temporarily on hold at
Ford House in Grosse Pointe Shores because of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Eleanor and Edsel Ford
raised their four children there, and the house
tells the story of their home life. A new visitor
center will include a restaurant, two exhibits and
an expanded retail shop. When group tours restart, options will include an estate tour, a behind
-the-scenes tour and a year-end holiday tour.
Check out the art collections at the Detroit
Institute of Arts when group tours resume. A
highlight is Diego Rivera’s Detroit Industry
murals, which capture the power of workers and
industry during the Great Depression.
Head to the area around the Eastern Market
to see dozens of colorful murals. What once was
a desolate downtown alley is now The Belt and
lined with murals and art installations. The name
comes from its physical orientation in a former
garment district.
Motown Museum exhibits relate how Berry
Gordy and a group of talented musicians, including The Funk Brothers, built Motown Records
and the Motown Sound in the 1960s. Visitors
close out a tour by singing and dancing in famed
Studio A. Temptation Walk, anyone?

Murals, Eastern Market area

Architecture
to animals

Get the scoop on Detroit’s impressive architecture by booking an architecture tour. Be sure
to visit the lobby of the Guardian Building, an art
deco masterpiece. Once promoted as the “Cathedral of Finance,” the grand building blends Native
American, Aztec, and arts and crafts styles.
Stroll along the RiverWalk. The Garden
Rooms along the RiverWalk from GM Plaza to
Cullen Plaza provide visitors with a quiet spot to
relax while enjoying many pieces of urban art.
The Detroit Zoological Society operates the
Detroit Zoo and Belle Isle Nature Center. The
zoo’s 125 acres
feature awardArctic Ring of Life
exhibit, Detroit Zoo
winning attractions such as the
National Amphibian Conservation
Center, Great Apes
of Harambee and
Arctic Ring of Life.
Don’t miss the
Polk Penguin Conservation Center,
the largest center
for penguins in the
world.
“The region is so diverse with a wide variety of
attractions resulting in the ability to provide exciting experiences for all ages,” said Jennifer Ollinger,
domestic & international marketing manager for
the Detroit Metro CVB.
The bureau helps operators with services such
as a personalized welcome, welcome packets,
preset itineraries and site inspections. n
Detroit Metro Convention
& Visitors Bureau
visitdetroit.com

Detroit RiverWalk

Experience
the

Underground
Railroad
in Detroit

Detroit was a key stop on
the Underground Railroad, the
network that helped fugitive
enslaved people escape to
Canada and freedom.
Second Baptist Church
of Detroit holds the city’s
only surviving Underground
Railroad station. When tours
resume, group members will
be able to sit in the Croghan
Street Station in the church’s
basement, where some 5,000
people found refuge. Members of the Detroit Historical
Society conduct tours.
Escapees were also hidden
in the First Congregational
Church of Detroit. The Underground Railroad Living Museum Flight to Freedom Tour
in the church’s current building
is a “storytelling” reenactment
of the original Underground
Railroad passage. Tours are
currently suspended.
Don’t forget the “Gateway
to Freedom” sculpture in Hart
Plaza along the RiverWalk.
Learn more about Black
heritage and history at the
Charles H. Wright Museum of
African American History, The
Henry Ford and the Detroit
Historical Museum.

Motown Museum

grouptourmagaziner.com
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southwestern michigan
Southwest Michigan offers many fun activities.
Millicent Huminsky, executive director of Southwestern Michigan
Tourist Council, encourages groups to experience the region’s
colorful history. Outdoor activities are plentiful and refreshing. “Take
a leisurely stretch along our trails,” she said. “Paddle on a winding
river. Or make an exhilarating climb up a giant dune.”
Southwest Michigan is full of fun food, shopping and
creative experiences, such as a class at a studio.
Travel the Makers Trail and visit some of the region’s 40plus award-winning wineries, breweries and distilleries. Each
provides unique gathering places to taste their products. Some
offer tours, food pairings, yoga or art classes.
“As soon as you are able to travel, we will be here waiting
for you with life’s simple joys,” Huminsky said.
Southwestern Michigan Tourist Council
269-925-6301
swmichigan.org

TOUR

ENJOY

Head to Shuler Dairy
Farms, a fifth-generation
Michigan Centennial Farm
established in 1882 by
Margaret and Henry Shuler.
An innovative barn design
and tunnel ventilation system
provides cow comfort.
See the cutting-edge
robotic milking system and
environmentally sustainable
farming practices. Groups
need to call ahead for tours.

People, plants and nature
come together at Fernwood
Botanical Garden near
Niles. In addition to miles of
trails and a tallgrass prairie
reconstruction, visitors
enjoy an art gallery, fern
conservatory, education
center and gift shop. With
reservations, the garden can
provide groups with a tour
guide or speaker, pending
availability.

Discover the magic of a
ride on the Silver Beach
Carousel, which opened in
2010 in St. Joseph. See the
48 carousel figures and two
chariots. Check out the 18
rounding boards around the
top of the carousel. Each
depicts the area’s past using
a montage of historic photos.
An earlier carousel operated
at Silver Beach Amusement
Park from 1910 to 1971.

Shuler Dairy Farms
269-326-0366
shulerdairyfarms.com

Fernwood Botanical
Garden
269-695-6491
fernwoodbotanical.org

Silver Beach Carousel
269-932-1141
silverbeachcarousel.com

Joshua Nowicki
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DISCOVER

Experience the fire arts at
Water Street Glassworks
in the historic Hinkley
Building in the Benton
Harbor Arts District. Tour
the studios and gallery and
learn about the process and
science of glassblowing.
Visits can be customized
with a glassblowing or a
flameworking (beadmaking)
demonstration.
Water Street Glassworks
269-925-5555
waterstreetglassworks.org

FIND YOUR EVERYTHING
Discover your place to getaway. To indulge and enjoy it all your way. This is your day of
adventure. Your day to win. So come and go all-in. There’s delicious dining, king-size luxury,
big-time winning and so much more at Michigan’s most exciting destination. It’s a New Day

soaringeaglecasino.com

Mt. Pleasant, MI | 1.888.7.EAGLE.7
grouptourmagaziner.com
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Discover Quincy’s food and architecture
Food and architecture blend nicely
in Quincy. The city in western Illinois is
located on the banks of the Mississippi
River at the midway point of the 3,000mile Great River Road National Scenic
Byway.
See Quincy has put together a local
eats and sips walking tour. Groups visit
locally-owned eateries in Quincy’s downtown district, exploring the city’s colorful
past via an entertaining walking tour
guided by a local expert.
“See Quincy is excited to welcome
groups to the second season of Flavor
Tours — guided tours through five curated eateries in historic downtown,” said
Lori Tuttle, marketing manager. “Groups
absolutely loved this experience last year,
along with our popular Private Home
Tours. Our staff is happy to arrange your
entire itinerary.”
The Private Home Tours offer groups
customized interior tours of some of the

Very Berry Pink Lemonade,
Taproom

See Quincy

city’s most stunning, privately owned
homes.
Located in a historic district, the
18 homes presented boast a variety of
architectural styles, beautiful gardens and
extensive private collections.
The See Quincy staff arranges the home
tours, customizing to a group’s specifications. Most groups select three homes to
enjoy. Tours are given by those most familiar with the properties — the homeowners.

Another popular See Quincy tour is
Off the Record. This driving tour showcases locales associated with 13 famous
and infamous former Quincy residents.
Think mob activity, Hollywood stars and
diabolical doctors. An entertaining stepon guide accompanies this tour.
Built by visionaries and named
Quincy in 1825, the city overlooks a wide
portion of the Mississippi. Serving as a
port of refuge and hospitality over the

Book Your Trip Today!

#visitspringfield
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Meet Terry Truman!

Terry.Truman@springfield.il.us
(217) 789-2360 x 5525

MIDWEST

Coming May 2021
See the blooms in Holland, Michigan!

Villa Kathrine,
tourist information center

Contact us today for festival dates,
event information and more.
www.tuliptime.com • 800-822-2770

See Quincy

years, Quincy also embodies a passion
for preservation, the arts and culture.
Known as the “Gem City,” Quincy was
home to both the sixth Lincoln-Douglas
debate in 1858 and to a brewery once
larger than Anheuser-Busch in the 1800s,
as well as America’s first arts council in
the 1900s. n

TOURS 877-975-3171
GROUP RATES | TRAM TOURS | CAFÉ
GIFT SHOP | FREE MOTORCOACH PARKING

See Quincy
217-214-3700
seequincy.com

1000 East Beltline Ave. NE, Grand Rapids, MI 49525

MEIJERGARDENS.ORG | 1-888-957-1580
NEAREST TO I-96 AND EAST BELTLINE AVENUE
20-148_FMG&SP_GroupTourNE_Spring4.75x2.25_Ad_vs1.indd 1

1/8/20 12:09 PM
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amish country christmas
The holiday season in northern Indiana is a joyous time filled with
fun, food, family and festive traditions. Here, groups can escape the
hectic pace of life and embrace the well-crafted life filled with the
enticing aromas of pine trees and fresh baked pies and cookies, all
while staying safe wearing masks and keeping socially distanced.
From the warmth of friendly Amish businesses that exude old-time
charm to artisans who pour their talent and craftsmanship into every
unique piece they create, guests return home with Christmas stockings
stuffed and memories of a unique, one-of-a-kind experience.
“Christmas is a sacred time of year in northern Indiana Amish
Country,” said Sonya Nash, director of group & experiential sales and
marketing. “There’s nothing quite like enjoying home-style platters of
piping hot family favorites, discovering unique gifts and remembering
Christmases of times gone by.”
Elkhart County Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-262-8161
visitelkhartcounty.com

EXPERIENCE

The Michiana Event
Center features one of the
largest living nativities as
part of an amazing two-hour
Christmas extravaganza,
“Noel!” Guests will be in awe
of the aerialists, equestrians,
dancers and magicians that
will fill them with Christmas
spirit. Witness the festive
lights, timeless music and
costumes that make the
season special.
Michiana Event Center
260-768-3300
michianaevents.com

Elkhart County CVB
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SHOP

Get off the beaten path
and find those gifts that
will delight and amaze on
Christmas Day. Unique
stops on the Stocking
Stuffer Tour featuring
Amish artisans and their
authentic creations will
cover every taste and
color in your imagination,
all with the guidance of
a knowledgeable step-on
guide.
Great Life Tours
574-970-3344

STAY

Savor a meal of traditional
family favorites such as fried
chicken and creamy mashed
potatoes at Das Dutchman
Essenhaus. That only sets
the stage for a heartwarming
Christmas story full of
memorable characters and
cheerful music. After an
overnight stay, the group
will be ready for hours of
shopping.
Das Dutchman Essenhaus
800-455-9471
essenhaus.com

VISIT

Enjoy a local favorite
holiday tradition at Wellfield
Botanic Gardens Winter
Wonderland Holiday Lights.
Be dazzled by the incredible
light displays lining the halfmile promenade path. Warm
up with a complimentary cup
of hot chocolate. It tastes
best while sipping around a
crackling fire pit.
Wellfield Botanic Gardens
574-266-2006
wellfieldgardens.org

MIDWEST

THISISINDIANA.ORG/GROUP-TRAVEL
grouptourmagaziner.com
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Lake Vermillion-Soudan Underground Mine
State Park takes visitors deep into earth
At Lake Vermillion-Soudan Underground Mine State Park in Soudan,
Minnesota, visitors can travel deep
underground to the park’s mine and learn
firsthand about its historic past.
Lake Vermillion’s hour-and-a-half
traditional mine tour involves donning a
hard hat and riding down in a “cage,” the
mine’s elevator, nearly half a mile below
the surface. Once below, groups visit the
stope, the underground room used for extracting minerals. Tours are accessible and
can accommodate up to three groups of 33
guests, broken into 30-minute rotations.
The cage ride is a three-minute ride
underground, said James Pointer, interpretive supervisor at the park.
“[Visitors] love the cage ride, and the
train ride back, especially train buffs,” he
said.
While underground, groups learn

26
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Lake Vermillion Park/James Pointer

about geology, the mining process,
technology changes throughout mining
history and mining economics.
“This mine was so important that during the wars, the men didn’t have to enter
the draft because they were needed here

to continue to operate the mine,” Pointer
said. “It was a very important piece both
to Minnesota history and to the nation’s
history.”
Lake Vermillion offers two other
tours. One is an accessible science tour

MIDWEST

through an old University of Minnesota
physics lab on level 27, the lowest underground level of the mine. Groups learn
about the mine’s past research experiments, as well as current research about
microbes found in water at the mine.
The third tour, not accessible, focuses
on key geological features and mining
exploration. It is a two-hour tour that can
accommodate two groups of 10.
Tours are not the only thing to do at
Lake Vermillion. Historic buildings, such
as the crusher house, drill shop and visitor center, are open to visitors. There also
are hiking trails, one of which leads to the
mine’s deepest pit, as well as GPS units
for geocaching. Bird kits help guests view
the 100-plus species of birds on-site.
“It’s a must-see attraction here in Minnesota,” Pointer said. n

Hands-On Fun

Visit Southern
Indiana

Get Your
Craft On!

Photo by: Jill Hatzai

New in SoIN! Union Restaurant & GameYard

Discover unique
group experiences!
Just across the river
from Louisville.

Lake Vermillion-Soudan
Underground Mine State Park
218-300-7000
dnr.state.mn.us

“All the different hands-on activities
are a blast, no talent required!
You are treated like their guest and
everything is planned out for you.
We loved it!”
– Triumph Community Bank Travel Club,
East Moline, IL

New Year...
New
itineraries

Request Your
FREE Planner

Contact Todd Read for
custom group itineraries:
Todd@GoSoIN.com
Tuscarawas County, Ohio
Contact us today!

Call 1-800-322-8198

GoSoIN.com/GTM | @GoSoIN

grouptour@traveltusc.com | traveltusc.com

or order it online at:

www.TOURSoutheastIndiana.com/planner

VISIT US IN 2021

Group Tour forth page ad OCT 2020.indd 1
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OHIO
Indianapolis

INDIANA

1

Whether you want to learn a new skill
or just enjoy a little getaway, we’re here
for all your simpler living needs.

KENTUCKY
Lexington

Louisville

LEHMANS.COM « 800.438.5346

Visit Lehmans.com/bus-tours for all the group
tour offerings and information. Please allow at
least two hours for your visit.

Cincinnati

South of I-74 & west of I-275, 20 minutes west of Cincinnati

www.TOURSoutheastIndiana.com
800-322-8198

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Your Cleveland Experience Starts Here
CLEVELAND HISTORY CENTER

of the WESTERN RESERVE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

10825 East Blvd. Cleveland OH 44106 | www.wrhs.org
Tues - Sun 10AM - 5PM @clestartshere #CLEStartsHere

Experience Amish Country
Sugarcreek

•

Walnut Creek

•

Berlin

D ER D UTCHMAN R ESTAUR ANT

Amish Kitchen Cooking

C ARLISLE I NNS

Peace & Comfort

Adventure Awaits in Northwest Ohio!
Begin your journey in Toledo, exploring top attractions and
the No. 1 Park System in the Country. Win big with a visit to
the Hollywood Casino Toledo near Rossford. Head down
river to historic Perrysburg for a unique bite to eat. Think
local and discover the shops in Bowling Green.

Discover endless opportunities at the crossroads of America,
near I-75 & I-80/90. Learn more at VisitNorthwestOhio.com.

O HIO STAR T HEATER

Uplifting Entertainment

Group Packages
Available
Contact Group Sales
855-344-7547
GroupSales@DHGroup.com

Plan your next Amish
Country Getaway TODAY!

Group Tour Magazine

FreescanSubscription
to subscribe

scan to subscribe
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cincinnati
The Cincinnati region is rich with experiences for group
visitors.
The city is located at about the mid-point on the shoreline
of the 981-mile-long Ohio River.
See the Ohio River in style with BB Riverboats. Hear
about freedom’s heroes at the National Underground Railroad
Freedom Center. Walk down memory lane at a sign museum.
Taste some Cincinnati-style chili and Graeter’s ice cream.
“Cincinnati’s history, geography and architecture offer a
unique intersection of time and place,” said Julie Calvert,
president & CEO of Cincinnati USA Convention & Visitors
Bureau. “An inspired past is juxtaposed with an innovative
future, giving visitors a rich, moving and memorable
experience.”
Cincinnati USA Convention & Visitors Bureau
cincyusa.com

DISCOVER

The National
Underground Railroad
Freedom Center shares
the stories of freedom’s
heroes, from the era of the
Underground Railroad to
current times, challenging
and inspiring all visitors.
In accordance with state
recommendations, the center
is not booking groups over
10 people at this time.
National Underground
Railroad Freedom Center
513-333-7500
freedomcenter.org

EXPLORE

Explore the Cincinnati
Museum Center at Union
Terminal, an art deco
masterpiece train station.
Organizations in the awardwinning center include the
Cincinnati History Museum,
Museum of Natural History
& Science and Robert D.
Lindner Family OMNIMAX®
Theater. Contact the center
for updates on group visit
reservations.
Cincinnati Museum Center
513-287-7021
cincymuseum.org

SEE

Visit American Sign
Museum, the largest public
museum in the country
dedicated to signs. A tour
of the signage spans a
100-year journey through
America’s signage history,
from goldleaf glass to neon.
Guided tours are temporarily
cancelled due to social
distancing requirements.
American Sign Museum
513-541-6366
americansignmuseum.org

CRUISE

Connect with the
history of the Ohio River
by boarding the Belle of
Cincinnati or the River
Queen, the vessels of BB
Riverboats. Groups are
treated to panoramic views
of downtown Cincinnati
and a trip down the Ohio
River and back. Dining and
sightseeing options are
available for motorcoach
tours.
BB Riverboats
800-261-8586
bbriverboats.com

Clockwise from top: CincinnatiUSA.com, BB Riverboats, Joseph Fuqua II Enquirer Media, Robert Webber, Farshid Assassi

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Explore in Gahanna, Ohio’s herb capital
Gahanna, Ohio, offers over 750 acres
of parkland, unique historic attractions, high-quality restaurants, eclectic
shopping destinations and comfortable
accommodations.
Known as the Herb Capital of Ohio,
Gahanna is home to the Ohio Herb Center.
The center is the perfect place to experience
the world of herbs — gardening, culinary,
aromatic, health and wellness, said Madison Ashby, marketing & communications
manager at the Gahanna Convention &
Visitors Bureau-Visit Gahanna.
“Group tours love experiencing the
world of herbs through unique makeand-take classes,” Ashby said. “Of course,
there’s always plenty of time to explore the
herb gardens and browse the gift shop for
bulk herbs, candles, soaps and the like.”
Groups love exploring the Geroux
Herb Garden. Named after the woman
who led the coalition for Gahanna to
become the herb capital, the area is filled
with herbs and botanical delights. A variety of herbal gardens are located within
the Geroux Herb Garden: the Culinary
Garden, Scented Garden, Shade Garden,
Rock/Biblical Garden, Pond Garden and
Medicinal Garden.
Ashby said groups love the experience
at the Ohio Herb Center. “For many people,
the hands-on workshop at the Ohio Herb
Center is the catalyst for a new hobby,” she
said. “Whether the group focuses on the
aromatherapy side of herbs, takes a deep
dive into the culinary aspect, or discusses
preserving their plant and herb harvest,

people are excited to learn more.”
The bureau offers a combined price
for a guided tour of the Geroux Herb
Garden, the tour of the Ohio Herb Center and the class at the Ohio Herb Center.
With this program, groups gain a greater
understanding of what the “Herb Capital
of Ohio” means to the community.

Visit Gahanna

Noble Cut Distillery provides tours of
its facility as well as a tasting. Take a deep
dive into the history of distilled spirits,
as well as how the distillery produces its
hand-crafted products. Groups get an
inside look at the production process and
how and why the distillery makes the
spirits it does.
Gahanna is home to the Universal Design Living Laboratory (UDLL), the highest-rated universally-designed home in the
nation. The UDLL is a high-performance
custom home that showcases healthy and

GROUP CLASSES, TOURS & PLACES TO EXPLORE

THE HERB CAPITAL
OF OHIO

VISITGAHANNA.COM | (614) 418-9114
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green construction as well as feng shui principles. With a tour of the award-winning
UDLL, groups walk away with a whole new
perspective of universal living.
Born from Gahanna’s official status as
the Herb Capital of Ohio, Visit Gahanna
hosts the Herbal Cocktail Trail. Every
quarter, the CVB partners with signature
restaurants, breweries, distilleries, wineries and pubs that create seasonal libations
infused with herbs. Trailblazers are given
passports and make their way to the
participating cocktail stops. When they
order a featured cocktail, they receive a
stamp in their passport. Once they collect
the designated number of stamps, they
exchange their passport at Visit Gahanna
for an Herbal Cocktail Trailblazer T-shirt
(starting in 2021, the bureau will offer a
Trailblazer flask). The Cocktail Trail is
often offered as an abridged version to
groups. Rather than visiting all the stops,
groups can visit three or four and receive
the Trailblazer award.
“Gahanna is a great addition to any
Columbus area tour,” Ashby said. “With
incredible restaurants and bakeries that
accentuate the herbal traditions of our city,
we are able to create a unique experience
for our visitors. Gahanna is full of hidden
gems and extraordinary people who make
for a welcoming and memorable trip.”
Ashby said the bureau hopes groups
leave Gahanna excited about their next
visit. “We hope they enjoyed the opportunity to experience every sensual aspect
of herbs at the Ohio Herb Center and the
Geroux Herb Garden,” she said. “Maybe
they even left Gahanna with a new favorite
cocktail! Our Herbal Cocktail Trail Partners
would certainly be thrilled about that.”
Visit Gahanna offers complimentary
tour planning assistance, which includes
confirmation of all stops. Complimentary
welcome gifts are also offered. The bureau
is happy to customize all visits/experiences for groups based on interests. n
Visit Gahanna
614-418-9114
visitgahanna.com
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Columbus is a city that’s made for sharing. Tour the stirring National Veterans
Memorial and Museum. Explore Adventure Cove, the brand-new sea lion
exhibit at the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium. Live it up at Schmidt’s Restaurant
und Sausage Haus in iconic German Village. Our partners city-wide have
taken the Live Forward Pledge to make health a priority so your group’s
visit can be as safe as it is memorable. ExperienceColumbus.com/tours
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Circus World
is Wisconsin’s
national treasure
Circus World is a National Historic
Landmark Site in Baraboo, Wisconsin, at
the original winter home of the Ringling
Bros. Circus. Several original Ringling
structures contain captivating exhibits on
a variety of circus subjects.
Operated by the Wisconsin Historical
Society, Circus World honors Wisconsin’s
heritage as the home of more than 100
circuses. The massive wagon pavilion
houses the world’s largest collection of
over 260 authentic, wood-carved parade
wagons. From mid-May to Labor Day,
Circus World offers live performances,
including twice daily circus performances
with elephants and other animals, jugglers, acrobats and clowns.
“Circus World covers a compelling

Circus World

BOOK THE NEXT TRIP

YOU’LL LOVE IN MKE

VISITMILWAUKEE.ORG/GROUPS

TOUR CHARMING.
From a lakefront that stretches
for miles to the unique charms
of lighthouses, streetcars and
museums, Kenosha has something
for everyone. Schedule a group tour
and prepare for unexpected fun.
VISITKENOSHA.COM/GROUPS
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subject with fascinating, one-of-a-kind
exhibits, with a variety of live shows
throughout the day during the summer
months,” said Dave SaLoutos, performance, marketing and public relations
director. “A tour operator’s biggest challenge will be scheduling enough time to
satisfy their group.”
Circus World offers reserved preferential seating for groups upon request. If
requested, tour guides can tailor a wagon
tour or winter quarters tour specifically
for a group. Seven buildings of exhibits
are self-guided, with live performances
scheduled at specific times throughout
the day. From mid-May to Labor Day
the Cookhouse Grill can provide prearranged meals for a group.
SaLoutos said the live circus performances provide memories to last a

lifetime, but groups also appreciate the
smaller shows like the zany “Nothing But
Nonsense” comedy show, or the musical
novelty instrument shows. Groups also
enjoy rekindling memories with the historic circus exhibits, and the magnificent
circus wagons are rolling masterpieces of
the American woodcarver’s craftsmanship, generating an appreciation for the
art of the circus.
Circus World hopes visitors gain a
renewed appreciation for the heritage of
the circus, an understanding of the impact the circus made on America, and the
joy and wonder generated by a live circus
performance.
“The Circus World experience is
exclusive to this Wisconsin site, and is
not duplicated by any other attraction in
the world,” SaLoutos said. “Each admis-

Circus World

All This and More...
Racine County, Wisconsin,
located on beautiful Lake
Michigan, offers cultural,
historical and entertaining
attractions for your group
tour.

sion helps support significant artifact
acquisition, circus wagon restoration, the
essential preservation performed at the
world’s largest circus research library, and
the perpetuation and presentation of live
circus arts. Circus World is Wisconsin’s
national treasure.” n
Circus World
608-356-8341
circusworldbaraboo.org

Experience
the Museum—
Virtually

With 360-degree tours,
audio guides, and curator
talks available at mam.org,
you can enjoy a guided
tour experience from home.
Start exploring today.
Jules Bastien-Lepage, Le Père Jacques (The Wood
Gatherer), 1881 (detail). Oil on canvas. Layton Art
Collection Inc., Gift of Mrs. E. P. Allis and her daughters
in memory of Edward Phelps Allis, L102. Photo by
John R. Glembin.

Contact Eileen Arnold at
Real Racine, 262-884-6407.

grouptourmagaziner.com
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ontario
niagara falls

Majestic Niagara Falls is never out of season and is home
to breathtaking natural wonder.
When the weather turns colder, Niagara Falls remains a
desirable destination for group tours.
“Many guests don’t realize how many activities continue
through the fall or even year-round in Niagara Falls,” said
Chantal Suthons, director of marketing and communications
for Niagara Falls Tourism. “Indoor attractions such as the
waterparks, Butterfly Conservatory, Bird Kingdom and Floral
Showhouse allow guests to forget that colder weather has set
in and enjoy the tropical temps.”
Niagara Falls Tourism helps tour operators create itineraries
to match their clients’ timetables, interests and budgets.
Niagara Falls Tourism
905-356-6061
niagarafallstourism.com

SEE

More than 2,000 colorful
butterflies from 45 species
live at the Butterfly
Conservatory on the
grounds of the Niagara Parks
Botanical Garden. Paths wind
through the rainforest setting,
past a pond and waterfall
and the emergence window,
where butterflies leave their
pupae and prepare to take
their first flight.
Butterfly Conservatory
877-642-7275
niagaraparks.com/visit/
attractions/butterflyconservatory

ENJOY

Bird Kingdom is the world’s
largest free-flying indoor
aviary. When group tours
resume, see exotic colorful
birds fly freely in the multilevel rainforest. Meet parrots
and exotic animals at the
aviary’s Animal Encounters.
In addition to the main
aviary, visit the small bird
aviary and the lorikeet aviary.
Bird Kingdom is open yearround.
Bird Kingdom
905-356-8888
birdkingdom.ca

STROLL

The Niagara Parks
Commission Floral
Showhouse has been a hit
for over 70 years. Collections
of orchids, succulents and
other tropical plant species
are on display throughout the
year, along with floral shows
that reflect the changing
seasons. With seven show
a year, something new is
always in bloom.

The Niagara region of
Ontario has become famous
for its wines. Just outside
Niagara Falls, 25 vineyards
can be found in Niagara-onthe-Lake. The entire Niagara
wine region along the shore
of Lake Ontario has more
than 50 wineries. Search
for the perfect chardonnay,
riesling, pinot noir or ice
wine.

Floral Showhouse
niagaraparks.com/visit/
nature-garden/floralshowhouse

Niagara Falls Tourism
905-356-6061
niagarafallstourism.com

Clockwide from top: Niagara Falls Tourism, Adobe Stock, Niagara Falls Tourism, Bird Kingdom, Niagara Parks
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SIP

Bring your group to experience the secret stories of
Ontario’s silent stills. Take a journey back in time when
the dry days of abstinence led to illicit thirsty nights filled
with toe-tapping music, tasty food, hotsy-totsy dancing
and plenty of giggle water.
With over thirty partners, we can customize your visit to
suit your audience. It will be a trip they won’t forget…
assuming they are true Bluenosers!
For more infortmation visit

temperanceandtemptation.ca
or email sales@centralcounties.ca
to start planning your trip.
We know our onions.
PSSST...
No secret knocks or passwords required... Yet.
@visitydh #ydhtempted

COLOUR PALLETE

MIDWEST

Museum showcases Pontiac and Oakland automobiles
Pontiac-Oakland Museum and
Resource Center shares the rich legacy of
Pontiac and Oakland automobiles from
its location in Pontiac, Illinois.
Cars and displays are rotated regularly
at the museum, which opened in 2011 in
a restored historic building in the city’s
downtown.

Tim Dye, director and founder, said
the museum’s mission is to preserve, exhibit and maintain Pontiac and Oakland
automobiles and related artifacts.
“The museum has wooden floors and
a tin ceiling,” Dye said. “Not too many
auto museums have wooden floors.
When you put a 1929 Oakland roadster

WHEN THE TIME IS RIGHT,
YOUR SEAT WILL BE WAITING
FOR YOU IN TORONTO.

on it, it looks good.”
On view are a Pontiac horse-drawn
buggy and sleigh as well as a camping
display and unique Pontiac engines.
Everything on view is authentic; there are
no reproductions.
“We have such a wide variety of items
that everyone seems to like the museum,”
Dye said.
The resource center holds several
thousand old highway maps, plus a huge
library of Oakland and Pontiac sales brochures, original design drawings, color
chips and manuals.
Dye hopes to expand the Pontiac
Oakland Museum and Resource Center
in Pontiac, Michigan, and he is working
on raising money for the second site. n
Pontiac-Oakland Museum
and Resource Center
815-842-2345
pontiacoaklandmuseum.org

GREAT THEATRE IN THE HEART
OF NIAGARA WINE COUNTRY

2021 SEASON

TORONTO THEATRE
STARTS HERE
May 1 to December 23

SHAWFEST.COM
1-800-511-SHAW
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Matt Nethersole and Madelyn Kriese backstage (Brigadoon, 2019)

Featuring Gypsy, Charley’s Aunt,
The Devil’s Disciple and Sherlock
Holmes and The Raven’s Curse.

Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON

Client: SHAW FESTIVAL Publication: Group Tour Magazine
Insertion Date: December Issue Size: 2.25in x 4.75in
Contact: BRUCE@KEYGORDON.COM - Key Gordon Communications
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Massachusetts
& rhode island
cape cod and newport

New England’s sandy beaches and historic attractions are always popular
with group tours. From one of the top 10 places in the world for whale
watching, paddle boarding, kayaking and windsurfing to cities and towns
older than the nation itself, groups will find endless history and recreation
while visiting this New England coastal region.
Step back in time at Plimoth Plantation in Plymouth, Massachusetts, and
enjoy a Thanksgiving feast.
In Provincetown, Massachusetts, book a whale watch cruise and a scenic
adventure through the iconic sand dunes of Cape Cod.
Visit the Gilded Age mansions of Newport, Rhode Island; the lively artist
colony of Provincetown; and the islands of Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket.
Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce
508-362-9351
capecodchamber.org/groups

TOUR

EXPLORE

In Newport, Rhode
Island, be transported to
America’s Gilded Age.
America’s wealthiest
families flocked to Newport
and made the area their
summertime playground.
The Preservation Society
of Newport County’s
11 historic properties
interpret the area’s historic
architecture, landscapes,
decorative arts and social
history.

Travel to Plymouth,
Massachusetts, where the
Pilgrims landed in 1620.
See Plymouth Rock and
board a reproduction of the
Mayflower. Visit Plimoth
Plantation’s outdoor
living exhibits, including
the Wampanoag Homesite,
located on the banks of the
Eel River, the 17th-Century
English Village and the
Plimoth Grist Mill. Enjoy a
Thanksgiving feast.

The Preservation Society
of Newport County
newportmansions.org

Plimoth Plantation
plimoth.org

SEE

Take a ferry to the island
of Martha’s Vineyard. Find
country stores, sheep farms
and remote, gray-shingled
houses in Aquinnah, Chilmark
and West Tisbury. Fine dining
and high-end galleries and
shops mark the island’s larger
villages of Edgartown, Oak
Bluffs and Vineyard Haven.
Cape Cod Chamber
of Commerce
508-362-9351
capecodchamber.org/
groups

DISCOVER

Set off via ferry to explore
Nantucket Island. The
whaling capital of the world
in the 1800s, Nantucket
became prosperous thanks
to its fleet. The Nantucket
Whaling Museum features
permanent and rotating
exhibits of art, artifacts and
other treasures that tell the
story of the island’s golden
age.
Cape Cod Chamber
of Commerce
508-362-9351
capecodchamber.org/
groups

Clockwise from top: Tim Grafft/MOTT, Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism (3), The Preservation Society of Newport County
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EDITH W H A RTON’S HOME

One of America's

Best Historic
Homes
- Architectural Digest

GROUP PACKAGES
WITH DINING OPTIONS
EdithWharton.org 413-551-5102

Delaware launches interactive
street art trail
Delaware Tourism Office

Nine large, interactive street art pieces
offer travelers a new way to experience
Delaware attractions by creating their
own Instagram-worthy moment.
The Delaware Discoveries Trail,
created by the Delaware Tourism Office (DTO), includes never-before-seen
artwork specially created to provide a
perfect spot for a #DelawareDiscoveries
photo to share on social media.
DTO commissioned local and
national artists to paint nine pieces of
one-of-a-kind outdoor artwork at these
locations:
• Big Chill Beach Club
• Bombay Hook National Wildlife
Refuge
• Cape May-Lewes Ferry terminal
• DE Turf
• Delaware Art Museum
• Hagley Museum and Library
• Mispillion River Brewing Company
• Riverfront Wilmington
•Town of Wyoming
“Tourism is an integral part of
Delaware’s economy,” said Jeff Bullock,
secretary of state. “These are challenging
times for the state’s hospitality industry,
and this innovative project provides visitors another reason to come to Delaware.
Those travelers will boost the state’s
hospitality industry by eating in local
restaurants, staying in local hotels and
visiting local attractions.”
Delaware Tourism Director Liz Keller

said the trail, which was in development
for over a year, is designed to increase offseason visitation to Delaware and appeal
to younger travelers.
“The Delaware Tourism Office is taking an active role in developing new and
exciting things to do in the state,” Keller
said. “Each of the nine locations is unique
and offers visitors the ability to immerse
themselves in the artwork. We are aiming
for wide appeal with this trail, a fun way
for both younger travelers and art lovers
of all ages to enjoy a socially-distant
outdoor activity.”
Not only does the trail provide
people the chance to be part of this
art but also to make their own. When
someone visits at least four of the nine
locations, takes a photo in front of each
piece of artwork and uploads those
photos at delawarediscoveries.com, they
will receive the free limited-edition prize
— a paint pour kit developed with the
Developing Artist Collaboration. n
Delaware Discoveries Trail
delawarediscoveries.com

301-791-3246

VISITHAGERSTOWN.COM

Maryland Theatre / Antietam Battlef ield
Fine Arts Museum / Hagerstown Cultural Trail
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Best wishes to all our friends
in the Group Tour industry
from the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Boston Pops, and
Tanglewood Group Sales Office.

Please know that we are here for you during these difficult
times, whether it’s to think creatively about ways we can
work together online, to plan for the future, or just to say
hello and chat. Your calls and emails are the highlight of
each day. Stay safe, and we miss you!

grouptourmagaziner.com
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connecticut

W

T

new london

A waterfront community, New London presents a range of
cultural, historical and recreational attractions.
“The beautiful city of New London is steeped in maritime
history and home to one of Connecticut’s most vibrant arts
and cultural communities,” said Randy Fiveash, director,
Connecticut Office of Tourism. “New London’s Historic
Waterfront District is not to be missed — it’s filled with
everything from art galleries and historic attractions to
independent shops and eateries.”
Wall to Wall: The New London Mural Walk highlights
16 murals, drawings and other large-scale installations in
the historic downtown area. See the work of internationally
acclaimed artists and aspiring local artists.
Connecticut Office of Tourism
888-288-4748
ctvisit.com

TOUR

Head to Hempsted
Houses. The 1678 Joshua
Hempsted House is one
of New England’s oldest
dwellings. Joshua’s diary
provides details about daily
life in colonial New London.
Adjacent is a rare stone
house built in 1759 by his
grandson Nathaniel. Tours
are scheduled by advance
reservation.
Hempsted Houses
860-443-7949
ctlandmarks.org/
properties/hempstedhouses
Connecticut Office of Tourism
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STROLL

Visitors are welcome
year-round at Connecticut
College Arboretum. While
the Campus Landscape
is closed, the arboretum’s
natural areas, Native Plant
Collection and Caroline
Black Garden are open.
Trails are suitable for casual
strolling. Private guided
tours can be arranged with
advance registration.
Connecticut College
Arboretum
860-439-5020
conncoll.edu/thearboretum

EXPLORE

Thames River Heritage
Park is a collection of
almost 20 historic sites
along the shores of the
Thames River. The park is
a collaboration among the
City of New London, the City
of Groton and the Town of
Groton. A fleet of water taxis
is in operation in the summer
months.
Thames River
Heritage Park
thamesriverheritagepark.org

DISCOVER

Head to the Fort
Trumbull Visitor Center
for interactive exhibits and a
look at 225 years of military
history. The current fort,
the third on the site, was
built between 1839 and
1852. Climb up to the fort’s
ramparts for grand views of
the Thames River.
Fort Trumbull State Park
860-444-7591
portal.ct.gov/deep/
state-parks

Boardwalk

We’re more than just

THE BEACH!
Don’t get us wrong. You’ll love soaking up the sun on our free 10-mile beach or
swimming and playing in the ocean. But that’s just the tip of the sandcastle when
it comes to Ocean City, Maryland. There’s literally something for everyone:

OC Sunrise

Harriet Tubman Underground State Park & Visitor Center

• Our FREE 10-mile beach and award-winning boardwalk
• 200+ restaurants and exciting nightlife

MD Dept. of Natural Resources

• 1,200-seat Performing Arts Center in the Roland E. Powell Convention Center

• Convenient, drive-to destination centrally located along the East Coast

Wild Horses

• Shopping, wildlife, historical museums and more

Toronto
Buffalo

407

Life-Saving Station Museum

New York

90

Cleveland

79

76
71
70

Pittsburgh

95
76

Philadelphia

70

Baltimore
Columbus
Washington, DC
95

Richmond

50

1

Dover

OCEAN
CITY
Delmarva Discovery Center

Sightseeing

NORMA DOBROWOLSKI
800.626.2326

NDOBROWOLSKI@OCOCEAN.COM

OCOCEAN.COM/GROUP-TRAVEL
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Chocolatrium Michel Cluizel delivers
ultimate chocolate experience
Truffles and macarons and French pastries, oh my!
Chocolatrium Michel Cluizel, the ultimate chocolate experience in
West Berlin, New Jersey, is a chocolate lover’s dream come true.
Chocolatrium, a chocolate museum modeled after Cluizel’s Chocolatrium in Damville, Haute-Normandie, France, location of the company’s
world headquarters, offers privately guided tours. Visitors learn about
chocolate history, how cacao (chocolate’s purest form) evolved through
the centuries and how it is processed.
“We are not a static museum,” said Jacques Dahan, president
“Expect some form of hands-on experience.” Tours cover the
history and process from cocoa bean to finished product
and are topped off with tastings.
“Each tour is tailored to the audience and is a
chocolate experience,” Dahan said. “We offer several
‘experiences,’ and they all involve tasting of various
products.”
Tour participants will learn how to recognize
“great” chocolate versus a “basic” chocolate and
how to appreciate the complexity of a truffle getting the most of it using the senses.
Michel Cluizel is one of the world’s few
cacaoféviers, those that process cocoa beans
into chocolate. To ensure it gets the best beans,
the French chocolatier has a direct partnership with cacao planters in Brazil, Santo
Domingo, Mexico, São Tomé, Madagascar
and Colombia, guaranteeing them consistent
purchase prices and worker-friendly conditions.
An optional Parisian inspired lunch or dinner
can be added to the tour. Hands-on classes can
be arranged, Dahan said.
Another option for groups is the Paint-YourPalate® experience where participants choose an
object of molded, non-tempering white chocolate to paint with brightly colored “paint.” At the
end of the experience, the object may be eaten.
Free motorcoach parking is available nearby.
Tours are also offered in the Manhattan and
Brooklyn shops but differ from the New Jersey tours,
Dahan said. Those interested should call for details, he
said. n
Chocolatrium Michel Cluizel
856-486-9292
cluizel.us/collections/chocolate-tours
Chocolatrium Michel Cluizel
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New Jersey
Princeton

The Princeton-Mercer Region of central New Jersey holds
many attractions groups can experience.
“The Princeton-Mercer Region has something for
everyone from outdoor recreation, farms and wineries to
quaint downtowns to shop, stroll or dine,” said Gina Guarino,
director of marketing & events at Princeton-Mercer Regional
Convention & Visitors Bureau. “Our picturesque scenery,
charming towns and world-class education centers create
a myriad of options to explore. Chart your next course to
Princeton-Mercer, where your next adventure awaits.”
Other area attractions to consider include Grounds For
Sculpture (when group visits resume), Palmer Square (unique
shopping and dining in downtown Princeton) and Delaware
and Raritan Canal State Park.
Princeton-Mercer Regional Convention & Visitors Bureau
609-924-1776
visitprinceton.org

RIDE

DISCOVER

TOUR

Drive in and around
the campus of Princeton
University. Chartered in
1746, it was British North
America’s fourth college.
Learn about the school’s
history and traditions and
hear some fun facts and
anecdotes. See the building
where physicist Albert
Einstein taught his theory of
relativity.

Head to the Plainsboro
Preserve, part of New
Jersey Audubon. Over 5
miles of trails meander
through mature beech
woods, wet meadows and
the shoreline of McCormack
Lake. Walk the floodplain of
Devil’s Brook in search of
the more than 150 species
of birds that live on the
preserve during the year.

Go to Morven Museum
& Garden. This former New
Jersey governor’s mansion
showcases the rich cultural
heritage of the Garden State.
Exhibits include the struggle
for liberty, forming the new
nation, the American spirit of
enterprise and the governors’
era. The grounds can be
seen as a walk through
history.

Princeton University
princeton.edu

Plainsboro Preserve
609-427-3052
njaudubon.org/centers/
plainsboro-preserve

Morven Museum & Garden
609-924-8144
morven.org

EXPLORE

Mercer County Park
encompasses over 2,500
acres. Explore the park’s
hiking trails or take a walk
around Lake Mercer. The
man-made lake is home
to many native plants and
wildlife that are seldom
seen in central New Jersey.
Mercer Oaks West golf
course is part of the park.
Mercer County Park
609-443-8560
mercercountyparks.org

Clockwise from top: Princeton-Mercer Regional Convention & Visitors Bureau, Adobe Stock, Princeton-Mercer Regional Convention & Visitors Bureau (2), Adobe Stock
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Sparkling Lights at The Breakers:
An Outdoor Magical Wonderland

November 21 – January 10

NewportMansions.org

Element Hotels
Extended Stay Reimagined

Revitalize your stay with
a complimentary full hot
breakfast and bus parking,
fast & free WiFi, and more.
Find Prudential Center,
NJPAC, and Manhattan
just minutes away.
Book our best rates and
special packages at
elementharrisonnewark.com
or call 973 484 1500.
Element Harrison-Newark
399 Somerset Street
Harrison, NJ 07029
elementhotels.com 1 877 element

©2019 Marriott Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc.
All Rights Reserved. For full terms & conditions visit
elementharrisonnewark.com
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Element Harrison-Newark
meets needs of today’s travelers
Element Harrison-Newark is just 5
miles north of Newark Liberty International Airport. The hotel, however, is
located in Harrison, New Jersey, which
offers a very different feel and neighborhood than the airport area.
“Our location is a brand-new neighborhood surrounded by new apartment
complexes offering many different dining
options within a block of the hotel,” said
Kimberly Klapper, the hotel’s director of
sales and marketing. “We are also adjacent
to the PATH Train to New York City — a
20-minute direct ride, $2.75 each way.”
Groups enjoy the hotel’s elbow room.
“Our extra-large suites start at 450 square
feet, giving tons of space to move around,”
Klapper said. “All double rooms offer two
queen-size beds. All our beds are the Westin Heavenly Bed, one of the best in the
industry. We offer a huge bathroom with
the Westin Rain Shower and an excellent
breakfast is included in the rate.”
Tour operators appreciate the complimentary motorcoach parking on the
hotel site. There is easy pick up and drop
off right in front of the hotel entrance.
Other amenities include unlimited
24-hour complimentary coffee and tea
station, comfortable rooms and filtered
water in every room to fill water bottles.
Klapper said Element Harrison-Newark has a full restaurant that offers dinner

and room service.
“We also have a 24-hour market with
a variety of food options,” she said. “All
rooms have full kitchens with full-size
refrigerators. “

Being adjacent to the PATH Train can
provide a safe alternative for both drivers
and travelers. In the event a motorcoach
gets caught up in an unforeseen situation
like heavy traffic that would prohibit the
driver from taking travelers to their sites
in New York City, the travelers can still
get to the city via the train.
Element by Westin, part of Marriott
International, Inc., defies convention
through its stylish and sustainable design.
Element Hotels is one of Marriott International’s brands in the extended stay
market. n
Element Harrison-Newark
973-484-1500
elementhotels.com
Element Harrison-Newark

REDISCOVER ATLANTIC CITY

The Story Continues

Entertainment and excitement await in Atlantic City, including
our world-famous Boardwalk, the ultimate in tax-free shopping,
award-winning dining, live entertainment, and great attractions, like the
Absecon Lighthouse, the tallest lighthouse in New Jersey. Experience
an exciting getaway and create a lifetime of memories in Atlantic City.

TourAtlanticCity.com

New
York
City

City of dreams
brims with diverse
character and a
strength groups
can feel
By Cortney Erndt

I visited my favorite city, The
Big Apple, only two weeks before
COVID-19 shook the metropolis to
its core. Fifth Avenue was bustling,
five-star Manhattan restaurants were
packed and my group-friendly hotel,
Lotte New York Palace, was fully
booked.
There was no indication our lives,
and group tourism protocols, would
soon change forever. Yet even postpandemic, there will be no place on
Earth that can compete with New
York City’s buzzing American pride,
creative spirit and longing to pursue
bigger, grander dreams.
After heartbreak and catastrophe,
New York City has proven its ability
to heal, rise and serve in resilience.
It is simply the way Empire history
flows: never smoothly and often in
Hudson River waves.

Cortney Erndt,
GTM Director of Marketing,
at Radio City Music Hall

Clockwise from top left: GTM/Courtney Birchmeier, John St. John, GTM/Cortney Erndt
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Wall Street

Symbolically, Wall Street refers to the banks,
hedge funds and securities traders that drive the
stock market, and ultimately the entire American financial system. In the 1600s, Wall Street
was the northern border of the Dutch colony of
New Amsterdam; the wall stood exactly where
Wall Street is today.
A tour guide from Wall Street Walks can
show groups the wooden markers that demonstrate where the wall used to be, as well as
modern-day Goldman Sachs, Deutsche Bank,
Standard & Poors and the Federal Reserve.
My guide brought me to The New York Stock
Exchange, draped in a remarkably ginormous
American flag, and told me about the lives and
careers of J.P. Morgan and John D. Rockefeller.
I recommend an iconic Bowling Green
photo op with the bronze Charging Bull. Visitors
are encouraged to rub the Arturo Di Modica
sculpture for good luck.

One World
Observatory

Prior to my 2020 trip, I last visited New York
City in 2008, when Ground Zero was a poignantly solemn construction site. I was eager to
see the towering grandeur of One World Trade
Center, now the focal point of lower Manhattan.
Upon entering, I saw Michigan, my home
state, appear on a map of the world. As I began
to walk through the first exhibit, “Voices,” I
heard the story of One World Trade Center told
by those who designed and built it. “Foundations” is where I came face-to-face with the
bedrock that allows New York City skyscrapers
to rise.
Once inside a SkyPod elevator, I climbed 102
stories in 47 seconds while seeing the transformation of New York City from unsettled
lands to today’s concrete jungle. When the door
opened, I entered the See Forever Theater for
an audiovisual experience that led to my first
glimpse of the spectacular skyline from a whole
new vantage point. At the top, some groups opt
for a VIP package experience that includes food
and drinks.

9/11 Memorial
& Museum

September 2021 will mark the 20th anniversary of the 2001 terrorist attacks. I couldn’t visit
One World Observatory without paying tribute
to the victims — and recognizing the lasting significance and consequences. Since reopening in
September 2020, the museum has implemented
a timed-ticket, one-way visitor experience.
Located at the site of the former Twin
Towers, the 9/11 Memorial Museum tells the
story through narratives, and a collection of
monumental and authentic artifacts. All visiting
groups have access to a dedicated entry located
at the museum’s southeast corner.
As a monument to human dignity, courage
and sacrifice, I was truly moved while learning
about the nearly 3,000 killed, as well as those
who risked their lives to help others. The North
and South Tower Excavation areas stood out
to me most, as visitors are able to take in the
power of the towers’ everlasting boxed column
remnants anchored in bedrock.

Fearless Girl by Kristen Visbel
facing New York Stock Exchange

Broadway

It’s been nearly nine months since Broadway
went dark on March 12. At the time of publication, Broadway performances are set to resume
in June 2021. I was part of one of the lucky
crowds that attended a Broadway show before
the pandemic struck New York City.
During my visit, I saw the best live performance I’ve ever seen, Wicked — and that’s an
understatement. As a lifelong “The Wizard of
Oz” fan, I was stoked to learn what happened
in the Land of Oz from a different angle — and
long before Dorothy arrived.
When a girl born with emerald-green skin
meets a bubbly blonde who is exceptionally
popular, their rivalry turns into an unlikely
friendship. The show boasts a soaring score from
Stephen Schwartz that includes hits “Defying
Gravity,” “Popular” and “For Good.”
The Group Sales Box Office can help tour
planners select the best show for each group,
facilitate payment and deliver the tickets. n
NYC & Company
nycgo.com

Gershwin Theatre

Editor’s Note:
At the time of publication, travelers coming from
states with significant rates
of COVID-19 transmission
must self-quarantine for a
14-day period after arriving in
New York state (coronavirus.
health.ny.gov). People over 2
years old must wear a mask
in public, including on public
transportation.
All of the mentioned
attractions are abiding by
enhanced health and safety
protocols. Contact the
individual attractions to learn
about ongoing, group-friendly
changes.
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Check out
Baltimore
from Top of
the World

Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts
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For spectacular, unparalleled views of Baltimore’s Inner
Harbor and downtown, Top of the World, Baltimore is the
place to be.
“Top of the World offers stunning panoramic views
of Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, downtown, Federal Hill and
beyond,” said Santiago Nocera, marketing and communications associate for Top of the World.
The observation level features floor-to-ceiling windows
and informational kiosks featuring historical facts about
Baltimore, he said. Staff members are available to share
Baltimore facts and point out specific views like Federal
Hill Park and Fort McHenry.
Top of the World is Baltimore’s only observation level
of Maryland’s urban center and the world’s tallest pentagonal building. It’s located centrally along the Inner Harbor,
steps from shops and restaurants frequented by Baltimore
visitors and residents. Visitors can also experience special
exhibitions at Top of the World, including an annual picnic
at the observation level to view Fourth of July fireworks.
Typically, Top of the World welcomes groups to the
attraction, although gathering and social distancing restrictions due to COVID-19 may limit group tours. Contact
Top of the World to learn more about up to date restrictions for groups in response to the pandemic.
Tours are self-guided, and staff is available to answer
questions. Most visitors tend to spend 20 to 30 minutes at
Top of the World but since the elevators can only fit 10 visitors at a time, larger groups may take longer.
No parking is available at Top of the World but there is
drop-off available near the National Aquarium. Visit Baltimore can provide information on motorcoach parking.
Top of the World Observation Level is managed by the
Baltimore Office of Promotion & The Arts and located on
the 27th floor of the World Trade Center at 401 E. Pratt St.
Amy Carrick is in charge of group tours. n
Top of the World, Baltimore
410-837-8439
viewbaltimore.org/tours

VISIT1000ISLANDS.COM/GROUP-TOURS

Breathtaking scenery, endless shorelines and exciting, one-of-a-kind attractions blend
to create a unique and memorable destination. Our partners are following all
recommended guidelines and are committed to making your group’s visit amazing.
For Planning Assistance Contact
Tillie Youngs, Sales Manager, tillie@visit1000islands.com • 800-847-5263

NORTHEAST

Visit Freeport

Freeport offers
quintessential Maine
Freeport, Maine, is a favorite for tour
operators and their travelers.
“Operators love Freeport because we
have free and plentiful bus parking; the
bus pick-up/drop-off location is safe,
centrally located and easy to use; and
because we have a generous meet and
greet program when scheduling your
arrival in advance that includes coupons
and maps for your passengers and free
meal vouchers for the escort and driver,”
said Margaret Hoffman, community
relations manager at Visit Freeport.
Travelers love Freeport because they
can visit the campus of L.L.Bean, a company that is almost synonymous with
the state of Maine.
“Many think Maine is lobsters, lighthouses, moose and L.L.Bean,” Hoffman
said.
Guests and operators like that
Freeport offers a wide variety of meal
options for scatter lunches.
In addition to L.L.Bean and national
brand outlets, Freeport boasts a wide
variety of locally-owned shops many
of which specialize in goods made in
Maine.
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“If you only include one shopping
stop on your itinerary, Freeport can
meet everyone’s needs and interests,”
Hoffman said.
For non-shoppers, Freeport is full of
historic architecture and New England
charm. Discovery Park at L.L.Bean
is a fun place to just sit and enjoy the
out-of-doors. The Freeport Historical
Society has an annual exhibit inside
its downtown headquarters that is free
for visitors. The Freeport Antiques &
Heirlooms Showcase is a great place to
do some window shopping and browse
through the owner’s (Linda Bean)
collection of family heirlooms from
L.L.Bean.
Freeport is just minutes off Interstate
295. The city is open year-round and
especially popular at Christmas time
when Visit Freeport’s Sparkle Celebration and L.L.Bean’s Northern Lights
Celebrations draw shoppers.
The amenity-packed Hampton Inn,
Hilton Garden Inn Freeport Downtown
and Harraseeket Inn all offer group
rates. Harraseeket Inn also offers group
dining opportunities. Other choices for

a group-friendly sit-down meal for an
entire coach include Gritty’s Freeport
Brew Pub and The Lobster Cooker.
In addition to all the downtown
amenities, just minutes outside of town
are several attractions that cater to
group tours.
Wilbur’s of Maine Chocolate Confections offers a factory tour featuring tons
of samples as well as the opportunity to
make your own treat.
Wolfe’s Neck Center has a variety of
well-priced programs for groups. The
wagon tours provide a great overview of
the farm and its history as well as terrific
views of Casco Bay.
Pineland Farms offers tours for
groups as well as a group dining experience. This is the home of the National
Museum of the Morgan Horse.
For the more adventurous, L.L.Bean’s
Outdoor Discovery Programs offer opportunities for groups to book archery,
paddlesports, fishing and other lessons. n
Visit Freeport
207-865-1212
visitfreeport.com

Rivers of Steel Heritage Tours
Pittsburgh and Western PA Receptive Travel Services & Heritage Attractions

Carrie Blast Furnaces National Historic Landmark
An Industrial Legacy. An Artistic Muse. A Post-Industrial Cathedral.

Partner with Rivers of Steel Tours, a Pittsburgh-area receptive that offers step-on
guides, driving tours, ready-made & custom itineraries. Ask about Babuskas &
Hard Hats: The Steel Town Tour—a journey that connects travelers with the people,
places, and events that made Pittsburgh the steel-making capital of the world!
Contact: Brianna Horan
412.464.4020 x 246 | bhoran@riversofsteel.com

itinerary planner

Pennsylvania

Chester County’s brandywine valley
The Brandywine Valley, located between southeastern
Pennsylvania and northern Delaware, is the perfect destination
for group tours,
“The Brandywine Valley is a great place to refresh in our
wide-open spaces and our attractions and lodging properties
have added measures to ensure a safe and stress-free visit,”
said Courtney Babcock, director of sales at the Chester
County Conference & Visitors Bureau. “The region offers a
variety of accommodations including unique independent
properties and national hotel brands. All groups staying in a
Chester County lodging property receive a complimentary
welcome gift.”
Group tour experts at the bureau can help operators plan a
group’s accommodations and activities.
Chester County Conference & Visitors Bureau
484-840-7213
brandywinevalley.com

DISCOVER

In 1906, industrialist
Pierre du Pont purchased
a small farm near Kennett
Square to save a collection
of historic trees from being
sold for lumber. Today,
Longwood Gardens is
one of the world’s great
horticultural displays,
encompassing 1,100 acres
of gardens, woodlands,
meadows, fountains, 10,010pipe Aeolian organ and 4½acre conservatory.
Longwood Gardens
610-388-5223
longwoodgardens.org
Chester County CVB
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STROLL

TOUR

Historic Kennett
Square, the Mushroom
Capital of the World, is a
place to shop, dine and
stroll in the heart of the
Brandywine Valley. Historic
Kennett Square is part of the
National Register of Historic
Places with 507 protected
buildings built between 1875
and 1924 and in a wide
variety of architectural styles.

The Brandywine River
Museum of Art features
an outstanding collection
of American art housed in
a 19th-century mill building
with a dramatic steel and
glass addition overlooking
the banks of the Brandywine.
Galleries are dedicated to
the work of N.C. Wyeth,
Andrew Wyeth and Jamie
Wyeth.

Historic Kennett Square
610-444-8188
historickennettsquare.com

Brandywine River
Museum of Art
610-388-2700
brandywine.org

SIP

Head to Chaddsford
Winery, located in a
restored, 18th-century dairy
barn. The winery’s goal
is to craft approachable,
food-friendly wines for every
palate. With a tradition dating
to 1982 and an annual
production of over 24,000
cases, Chaddsford Winery
is among the oldest, largest
and most acclaimed wineries
in Pennsylvania.
Chaddsford Winery
610-388-6221
chaddsford.com

NORTHEAST

Lackawanna County
PIZZA TRAIL

ARCARO AND GENELL

It’s the cheesiest tour
you’ll ever take!
1.800.22.WELCOME | VISITNEPA.ORG

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Planet Word

Planet Word museum
opens in Washington, D.C.
As the world’s first voice-activated
museum, Planet Word brings language
to life with immersive galleries featuring
cutting-edge technology. The revolutionary museum is dedicated to the
power, beauty and fun of language and
to showing how words shape the human
experience.
Housed in Washington, D.C.’s historic
Franklin School, Planet Word features
immersive galleries and exhibits that will
engage visitors of all ages in experiencing
words and language from a wide range of
perspectives.
Founded on the belief that literacy is
fundamental to the health of democracy,
Planet Word aims to inspire and renew
a love of words, language and reading.
Appreciation for the power of language
fosters empathy and encourages civil
discourse. By engaging people of all ages
with language, Planet Word encourages
visitors to both fall in love with the joy
and whimsy of words and understand
how vital they are to American society
and to the world.
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“I am so thrilled to open Planet
Word’s doors to the public and cannot
imagine a more fitting time for a museum of language to open in our nation’s
capital,” said Ann Friedman, Planet
Word founder and CEO. “Democracy
depends on literate citizens. I hope that
Planet Word can provide a forum for civil
discourse and a place where our community, in all its vibrant diversity, can gather
to share the words that bridge differences
and forge solutions.”
Planet Word is the world’s first major
museum taking a high-tech approach to
bringing language to life. It features10
immersive learning galleries, which use
technology in imaginative, ingenious
ways to reimagine the modern museum
experience. Among the museum’s voiceactivated exhibits is “Where Do Words
Come From?”, a 22-foot-tall talking word
wall that shares the story of the English
language through a conversation with
visitors and extraordinary light effects.
Other highlights include an acoustically
sealed room where visitors use a tele-

prompter to deliver one of eight historically significant speeches; a karaoke
lounge where music lovers will learn
secrets of great songwriting; and a secret
poetry nook hidden in the stacks of a
magical library. In other galleries, visitors can create an advertising campaign,
literally paint with words using “smart”
paint brushes, and converse with native
speakers of widely spoken and endangered languages.
Due to COVID-19, the museum has
instated a number of safety procedures,
including limiting capacity in the building to support social distancing. Masks
are mandatory for all visitors over the
age of two. Stylus pens compatible with
the museum’s interactive exhibits will be
available to avoid the need for visitors
to touch surfaces, and hand sanitizing stations are located throughout the
museum. n
Planet Word
202-931-3139
planetwordmuseum.org
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Other historical attractions explain the what.
We also shine a light on the why.

Word

C OM IN G 2 0 2 1
PHI LA DE L P H IA , PA
To learn more, call 215.309.0316 or visit
faithandliberty.org/grouptours.

Handheld lamp guests receive
to interact with immersive
American history exhibits.
Giving visitors a more informed,
inspired and personalized
experience like never before.
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alabama
mobile

From Mardi Gras to WWII history, Mobile is booming with life.
“Being one of the oldest cities on the Gulf Coast, Mobile
has always been able to offer visitors exciting, entertaining
and educational experiences year-round,” said Patty Kieffer,
director of leisure sales & events at Visit Mobile. “Maybe
you’ll find yourself paddling toward an ancient Indian mound
accessible only by water or sipping wine on a sunset cruise on
Mobile Bay.”
Groups can book everything from historical, military, cultural
and architectural tours. The Dauphin Street Entertainment
District features live music, museums and shopping.
“We are known for our Southern hospitality — we know how
to welcome guests,” Kieffer said. “We’ve been throwing the
largest party in the USA for over 300 years, after all.”
Visit Mobile
251-208-2000
mobile.org

SEE

Including a permanent
collection of close to 6,000
fine and decorative art
works, the Mobile Museum
of Art features American,
European, African and
Asian works. Groups will
see 19th-century American
landscapes, realist
paintings from the 1930s,
contemporary international
studio glass, ceramics and
much more. Group tours are
currently maxed at 10.
Mobile Museum of Art
251-208-5200
mobilemuseumofart.com
Visit Mobile
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LEARN

Operating three separate
campuses, the History
Museum of Mobile’s
primary exhibits are housed
in Old City Hall. See over
117,000 objects spanning
two floors that highlight
Mobile and the surrounding
area’s history, from its
prehistoric past to today.
Admission to the museum
also includes admission to
Colonial Fort Condé.
History Museum of Mobile
251-208-7569
historymuseumofmobile.com

EXPLORE

DISCOVER

As the 12th busiest port
in the nation, it’s no wonder
Downtown Mobile is a
vibrant and culturally rich
region. The pedestrian-friendly
downtown features over 50
restaurants, many of which
are locally owned. Groups can
catch a festival, visit openair markets, see live music
and shop at one-of-a-kind
storefronts. With warm weather
all year, it’s easy to enjoy this
walkable city.

Bellingrath Gardens
and Home — just a short
drive south of the city center
— boasts 65 acres featuring
250,000 azaleas and 36
rose varieties. In the summer,
groups will see numerous
tropical and exotic plants
and, in the fall, the Outdoor
Cascading Chrysanthemums.
The Museum Home is open
for tours and features a
collection of antiques and
porcelain objects.

Downtown Mobile Alliance
251-434-8498
downtownmobile.org

Bellingrath Gardens
and Home
800-247-8420, ext. 986
bellingrath.org

SOUTHEAST

Barber Vintage Motorsports
Museum celebrates race cars
with one-of-a-kind collection
Racing Porsches in the 1960s, Barber
Vintage Motorsports Museum founder
George Barber began collecting and
restoring classic cars in 1988.
Today the Birmingham, Alabama,
museum currently houses 1,700 motorcycles, 130 rare cars and a racetrack.
“We are the largest motorsports museum in the world with views, architecture
and experiences that cannot be had anywhere else,” said Nick LaCasse, registrar
coordinator at the museum. “We truly are
a marvel. We are also the No. 1 attraction
in the state for visitors of all kinds.”
Both guided and self-guided tours are
available for groups — the former also
CONTINUED ON PAGE 58

g

LET THE
CELEBRATION

Resume

MOBILE.ORG
Greater Birmingham Convention & Visitors Bureau

Group Tour Magazine

FreescanSubscription
to subscribe
Advance tickets available online
and at the Gardens.
NOVEMBER 27 – DECEMBER 31
5 to 9 p.m. nightly, rain or shine!
Closed Christmas and New Year’s Days

12401 Bellingrath Gardens Road
Theodore, AL 36582
251-973-2217 • bellingrath.org

scan to subscribe
grouptourmagaziner.com
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SOUTHEAST
BARBER VINTAGE MOTORSPORTS MUSEUM, CONTINUED

include a behind-the-scenes look into the
restoration shop.
Groups will see a collection of vintage
Lotus cars, as well as exhibits on the car’s
creator, Colin Chapman. From a replica
of the first built Lotus, Mark 1, to the last
F1 Lotus built, exhibits span the history
of this car in its entirety.
The motorcycle collection represents

manufacturers from 20 different countries. On any given day, more than 950
bikes can be seen. Groups might just see
a German bike made in the 19th century,
or the 1959 Ducati 200SS — a lightweight
and speedy Italian make.
“Groups also get to see our meticulously curated landscaping and gardens that
incorporate the racetrack,” LaCasse said.

Many events have been altered due to
COVID-19. Visit the museum’s website
for the most updated information on
visiting and events. n
Barber Vintage Motorsports
Museum
205-699-7275
barbermuseum.org

ONE FANTASTIC PLACE!

Relive history at the gateway to
The West. Explore the Ozarks by
train. Discover world-renowned
public art...Tour Fort Smith!

Larry W

Carolyn Joyce

cjoyce@tourfortsmith.com
(800) 637-1477

tourfortsmith.com
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SOUTHEAST

Discover Southern seafood fare on Tybee Island
On Georgia’s Tybee Island, groups
can enjoy tasty crustaceans and other
lowcountry cuisine dishes at The Original
Crab Shack.
The waterfront restaurant is located
on the site of a 1930s fishing camp. Today,
The Crab Shack welcomes hundreds of
guests and ships food across the country.
“The Original Crab Shack is not just
a restaurant, we are a destination,” said
Stephanie Hamilton, group sales & reservations coordinator. “Group tours love us
because you can have so much more than
a meal with us.”
With current restrictions, some tables
have been removed, although the size of
the restaurant and the plethora of outdoor
seating allow small and large groups to
continually enjoy this local favorite safely.
“Our indoor dining rooms do not
have any air conditioned or recirculated
air, making us a safe option in the age of
COVID,” Hamilton said.

The Original Crab Shack

Sitting on over 4 acres, The Crab Shack
offers an open-air dining experience. The
property is surrounded by 100-year-old
live oaks and allows groups to watch dolphins play in the nearby waters.
Enjoy the Captain’s Sampler Platter,
consisting of snow crab, rock crab, mussels,
crawfish, shrimp, corn, potatoes and sausage — a perfect dish for groups to share.
Looking for something other than
seafood? The Crab Shack serves savory
barbecue options as well.
It’s not only the picturesque location
and delicious dishes, but the sights, ac-

tivities and history on-site that make The
Crab Shack unique.
The Gift Shack — located in the same
building that housed the original fish
camp marina and bait shop — provides
gator treats to feed to the baby alligators
on-site at the Gator Lagoon. The Crab
Shack’s aviary features rescued exotic
birds and groups might just also see some
of the restaurant’s rescued kittens roaming the property’s outdoor spaces.
“The Crab Shack experience is like
nothing you will find anywhere else,”
Hamilton said.
The property provides plenty of free
parking for tour buses, trolleys and motorcoaches. Meals are comped for drivers
and guides. n
The Original Crab Shack
912-786-9857
thecrabshack.com/grouptours
stephanie@thecrabshack.com

Located on Tybee Island, only 15 minutes from historic
downtown Savannah
Waterside Dining, Interactive Gator Lagoon, Gift Shack
Authentic Low Country fare including steamed & boiled
seafood and slow-cooked BBQ
Meals comped for drivers and guides for licensed group
tour operators
Ample free, off street parking for motorcoaches & tour buses

SPACIOUS OUTDOOR & OPEN-AIR DINING
AVAILABLE FOR GROUPS OF ANY SIZE
Special group menus available • Reservations required
Email stephanie@thecrabshack.com for reservations
40 Estill Hammock Road, Tybee Island, GA 31328
Open year ‘round • Sun-Thurs 12pm–8pm • Fri & Sat 12pm–9pm

@crabshacktybee • www.thecrabshack.com
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SOUTHEAST

BECKLEY
WEST VIRGINIA

77/64

EXIT 45

STONEWALL LAKE & RESORT
WVU JACKSON’S MILL
STONECOAL LAKE
TRANS-ALLEGHENY
LUNATIC ASYLUM

Where Legends
are Made
Give the gift that’s

WEST VIRGINIA MADE

B oyhood home of Stonewall

Jackson. The scariest paranormal
tour in the region. Home to West
Virginia’s most scenic and delicious
winery. 1900 acres of pristine state
park grounds. Destination for your
next legendary group adventure.
It’s Stonewall Country.

t a m a r a c k w v. c o m
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CREATE LEGENDARY
ADVENTURES AT
S T O N E W A L L C O U N T R Y. C O M

M6ake Waves2

in Myrtle Beach

Myrtle80Bea0.4chGroups.com
88.8998

With 60 miles of beautiful coastline, two state parks, and exciting venues offering diverse experiences,
you’ll find no better place to bring your group together than in Myrtle Beach. Let our award-winning
CVB staff help you plan your next event to meet today’s new safety standards.

Contact Sandy Haines at Sandy.Haines@VisitMyrtleBeach.com.

OPT

itinerary planner

north carolina
wilmington

From river walks to strolls along the beach, Wilmington offers
beautiful coastal scenery and bustling, charming neighborhoods.
“There are many ways for groups to transcend beyond coastal
experiences and embark on an unforgettable journey in Wilmington
and its island beaches,” said John Sneed, vice president of sales &
services at Wilmington and Beaches CVB. “With four unique settings,
we can build an itinerary around nearly any special interest.”
Explore Wilmington’s 230-block National Register Historic District.
Spend the day at one of three island beaches. Take a trek down
the pedestrian-friendly Riverwalk and see why Wilmington was once
voted as America’s Best Riverfront.
Capacity restrictions may still be in place at some attractions and
businesses. Please contact the Wilmington and Beaches CVB sales
department for updates.
Wilmington and Beaches CVB
877-406-2356
wilmingtonandbeaches.com

SIP

Embark on a tasting
tour along the Wilmington
Ale Trail featuring 17 local
breweries. If looking for
some classic cocktails,
Wilmington’s Riverwalk
and nearby island beaches
host a number of waterfront
restaurants and the new End
of Days craft distillery that
boast the region’s best craft
beverages.
Wilmington and Beaches
CVB
877-406-2356
wilmingtonandbeaches.com

EAT

Discover Wilmington’s
farm- and sea-to-table dining
scene. Satisfy palates and
learn about local foodways
during a walking tour of River
District eateries with Taste
Carolina Gourmet Food
Tours. Dine at the Oceanic
restaurant at Wrightsville
Beach, offering dining with
panoramic views of the
Atlantic Ocean, indoors and
on the pier.
Taste Carolina
Gourmet Food Tours
919-237-2254
tastecarolina.net

SEE

Encounter sea turtles,
sharks, alligators and a
rescued bald eagle at the
North Carolina Aquarium at
Fort Fisher. Self-guided tours
explore aquatic environments
from freshwater streams
and swamps to coastline
habitats and reefs. “Otters
on the Edge” is a new exhibit
featuring Asian small-clawed
otters. The aquarium is
currently offering a number of
virtual programs as well.
North Carolina Aquarium
at Fort Fisher
910-772-0500
ncaquariums.com/fort-fisher

Clockwise from top: Courtesy Wilmington and Beaches CVB (2), VisitNC.com, Courtesy Wilmington and Beaches CVB (2)
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LEARN

Wilmington was recently
designated as the nation’s
first WWII Heritage City.
Experience WWII history
during a self-guided tour
of the Battleship NORTH
CAROLINA. This National
Historic Landmark and
museum allows visitors to
explore nine levels of an
authentically restored WWII
battleship. See how the guns
operated, relax in the mess
decks and take a nap in the
berth.
Battleship
NORTH CAROLINA
910-399-9100
battleshipnc.com

OPTION A

Let the Peace of christmas fiLL their hearts
“He will be great, and will be called the Son of the Highest ... and of His kingdom there will be no end.” —LUKE 1:32–33, NKJV

B

ring

your group to the Billy Graham Library in Charlotte, N.C., to celebrate the

birth of Jesus Christ. Enjoy the live nativity, inspiring exhibits, light displays, horse-drawn

carriage rides, delicious holiday treats, carolers, and much more.
NOV. 30–DEC. 23, 2020 • FREE ADMISSION & FREE PARKING
MON. TO THUR., 9:30 A.M.–9:00 P.M. • FRI. TO SAT., 9:30 A.M.–10:00 P.M.
TO MAKE RESERVATIONS, PLEASE VISIT BILLYGRAHAMLIBRARY.ORG
704-401-3200 • 4330 Westmont Drive, Charlotte, North Carolina
A MINISTRY OF BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION ©2020 BGEA

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Harrodsburg
Historic and cool in Kentucky
By David Hoekman

From left: GTM/David Hoekman (3), Cristina Carbone
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Harrodsburg, Kentucky,
wears its history well.
Kentucky got its start here
in 1774 when James Harrod
founded the first permanent
European settlement west
of the Allegheny Mountains.
Several years later, a group of
Shaker missionaries arrived and
established a village that came
to be called Pleasant Hill.
Last year I visited Harrodsburg, set in the heart of Kentucky’s Bluegrass Region. This
is a land of rolling countryside,
horse farms and historic stone
fences.

Centre Family Dwelling,
Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill

Landmark
destination:
Shaker Village
of Pleasant Hill
My discovery started at Shaker
Village of Pleasant Hill, the 3,000-acre
restored Shaker community located 7
miles east of Harrodsburg.
The Shakers, 19th-century America’s
best-known communal society, came
to Kentucky in 1805, attracted by Great
Revival meetings.
In the Meeting House I attended an
informative program on Shaker music.
Worship services (which often lasted
several hours) included the shaking and
whirling dances that gave the Shakers
their name. Members sang in unison and
without accompaniment.
I made my way to Shaker Landing
and boarded the Dixie Belle, a true sternwheeler riverboat. The relaxing onehour cruise took me past the towering
limestone walls of the Kentucky River
Palisades.
Dinner was at the Trustees’ Office,
built in 1839 and now housing The
Trustees’ Table, a seed-to-table restaurant serving excellent meals.
Overnight accommodations at
Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill are in 13
restored buildings. My room was in the
East Family Dwelling, built in 1817. It’s
the oldest building I’ve ever slept in. Distinctive Shaker wooden pegs lined the
walls, and the TV seemed out of place.
According to Jacob Glover, director

Dixie Belle riverboat,
Shaker Landing

of public programs and education, the
golden era of Shaker Village of Pleasant
Hill was from 1835 to 1855 and it was
due to trade. Shaker-produced goods
such as brooms, preserves, packaged
seeds and herbs were loaded onto boats
at Shaker Landing and shipped to New
Orleans via the Kentucky, Ohio and Mississippi rivers.
After the Civil War, changing social
attitudes and Industrial Revolution led
the village to decline, and it closed as an
active religious society in 1910.
Today, 34 historic structures, and
thousands of artifacts, help interpret the
life of the Shakers, who were celibate and
believed in equality of race and sex.
“The most impressive artifacts are the
buildings,” Glover said. “Preservation
has never stopped. It’s ongoing.”
Visitors learn about Shaker beliefs,
music and life in the Historic Centre.
The main interpretive experience is in
the Centre Family Dwelling, a massive
limestone building.
I was amazed at how the Shakers
were able to build multi-story stone and
brick buildings at a time when many
people in Kentucky lived in cabins or
small farmhouses. Glover explained that
by living in common, the society was
able to build substantial structures.
Guided tour options can include
programs on women’s equality at Pleasant Hill, the Civil War, Shaker industry
and economy, and Shaker troublemakers. The staff will work with operators
to customize a tour based on a group’s
interests and needs. “We want to get our
visitors engaged,” he said.

The Trustees’ Office,
Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill

History and
hospitality
Beaumont Inn, a recipient of a James
Beard Foundation America’s Classic
Award, celebrated 100 years of service in
2019. The main building on the park-like
site was built in 1845 as a women’s college.
The inn is perfect for a private dinner or
bourbon tasting. Call ahead for the latest
on COVID-19 restrictions.
Harrodsburg’s downtown commercial
district is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places. Nicely restored buildings
from the 1880s and 1890s contain gift
stores, specialty shops and restaurants —
all presenting regional flavor and flair.
The centerpiece of Old Fort Harrod
State Park is a full-scale replica of Harrod’s
1775 fort. Walk through log cabins and
blockhouses that display handmade utensils, furniture and tools. Talk to interpreters in period costumes who are engaged in
frontier tasks like basketry, broom making
and weaving. The park includes the Mansion Museum, the George Rogers Clark
Federal Monument, a pioneer graveyard
and the Lincoln Marriage Temple. Inside
the church-like temple is the log cabin in
which the parents of Abraham Lincoln
were married. The temple was built in
1931 to preserve the historic cabin.
My experiences confirmed that Harrodsburg is “The Coolest Place in History.” n
Harrodsburg/Mercer County
Tourist Commission
859-734-2364
harrodsburgky.com

Old Fort Harrod
State Park

grouptourmagaziner.com
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kentucky
paducah

As one of nine UNESCO Creative Cities in the nation, Paducah
immerses groups in authentic cultural experiences.
“Creativity is the common thread that connects people from around
the world to Paducah’s rich American heritage and globally-celebrated
culture,” said Laura Oswald, director of marketing of Paducah
Convention & Visitors Bureau.
A number of Paducah’s cultural attractions offer Paducah Signature
Experiences — a collection of immersive tours, hands-on activities and
performances that are designed specifically for groups.
“These experiential tours are customizable to each group’s specific
interests and needs, including VIP options, add-ons of group-friendly
food and drink service, live entertainment and more,” Oswald said.
Take advantage of this “City of Crafts & Folk Art” and create a
memorable experience for the whole group.
Paducah Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-723-8224
paducah.travel

CREATE

The National Quilt
Museum is a must-see
for not only quilters, but
cultural travelers as well. The
museum’s collection consists
of award-winning quilts
and ever-changing exhibits.
The museum’s Signature
Experience — A Creative
Stitch — takes groups behind
the scenes on a VIP tour and
allows them to create their
own custom quilt blocks.
The National Quilt Museum
270-442-8856
quiltmuseum.org

SEE

ENJOY

Many group tours
choose to begin their local
discovery with a guided
tour of Paducah’s floodwall
murals. The Paducah “Wall
to Wall” Murals feature 50
Portraits from Paducah’s
Past from renowned muralist
Robert Dafford and serves
as an introduction to this
river city. The murals are
also a good starting off
point to see other cultural
attractions nearby.

From Paducah’s professional
orchestra-in-residence to awardwinning community theater
and much more, Paducah’s
performance venues
additionally contribute to
Paducah’s diverse and creative
culture. Groups can enjoy the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
at Carson Center and other
performances at additional
venues like the Market House
Theatre or the Clemens Fine
Arts Center.

A family-friendly recreation
area, Land Between the
Lakes National Recreation
Area offers over 300 miles
of undeveloped shoreline,
200 miles of paved roads,
500 miles of trails and
17,000 acres of forests
and open lands. Attractions
on-site include the Elk and
Bison Prairie, Golden Pond
Planetarium, Nature Station
and The Homeplace — a
19th-century working farm.

Paducah “Wall to Wall”
Murals
270-519-1321
paducahwalltowall.com

Paducah Convention
& Visitors Bureau
800-723-8224
paducah.travel

Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area
800-525-7077
landbetweenthelakes.us

Clockwise from top: Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area (2), Paducah Convention & Visitors Bureau (3)
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Small groups
are a big deal
in Oldham
Oldham KY Tourism & Conventions

68

Oldham County, Kentucky, is social
distancing by nature! Located 20
minutes from Louisville on I-71 (and
70 minutes from the Ark Encounter!),
Oldham has always been the refuge
to return to at the end of the workday in the city. Over the last several
years, we have become the perfect
Kentucky Group Hub between Louisville and Cincinnati by offering big
Kentucky attractions in a smaller, safe
town.
We offer complimentary, personalized itinerary planning services that
include activities such as private
horse farm tours, farm-to-table dinners and picnics, craft bourbon tours
with tastings and distilling antiques,
Underground Railroad history re-enactments, greenhouse breweries, botanical gardens and workshops. This
includes time in the only town in the
world with a freight train running on
its historic Main Street and a one-ofa-kind walkable shopping and dining
experiences found only in Oldham.
Though Oldham is less expensive
and safe under normal circumstances,
our complimentary planning assistance has become even more important to our guests as budgets and
groups are smaller, not to mention
how statewide COVID-19 mandates
seem to change on a dime. We offer
lower hotel taxes and Group Perks
through the Oldham KY Tourism office
— such as our one-payment option
in advance for all things Oldham, and
our own entertaining Executive Director as your step-on guide!
Call 502-222-0056 or go to touroldham.com. n
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20-0789

MISSISSIPPI AQUARIUM - GULFPORT, MISSISSIPPI

...ON CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE AQUATIC KIND

Visit the Mississippi Aquarium and experience the state’s natural
resources, such as alligators, river otters, river fish, stingrays,
shorebirds and dolphins. The state’s newest attraction has 80,000
square feet of exhibits and overlooks the Mississippi Sound.
Don’t miss out on Mississippi’s aquatic story.

Plan your next Mississippi adventure at VISITMISSISSIPPI.ORG/DONTMISSOUT

20-0789 Group Tour Magazine Mississippi Aquarium.indd 1

10/14/20 1:57 PM

SOUTHEAST

NEED A QUICK
GROUP
GETAWAY?

Ridgeland is ready when
you are with safe, accessible
outdoor shopping venues,
a new Malco Theater, over
140 restaurant options and
brand hotels. Our location
just outside of Jackson, MS
off the Natchez Trace Parkway
(National Park) offers you a
convenient escape.
For more information about visiting
Mississippi, explore visitmississippi.org,
#VisitMsResponsibly.

Art, Wine, & Wheels Weekend
April 30th - May 2, 2021
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Mississippi’s
best-kept secret
In the heart of the Mississippi Black Prairie,
nestled among the area’s towering oaks and
open grasslands, is the state’s best-kept secret.
With its grand Victorian homes, lovely historic
downtown, infectious small-town charm and
mighty waterway flowing energetically through
it, Columbus feels worlds away. As the birthplace to America’s greatest playwright, Tennessee Williams, Columbus, with all of its natural
and architectural bravado, also plays host to
a playbill full of lively, year-round festivals and
events.
Our most popular event is “Catfish in the
Alley,” which features lives blues music and
savory Mississippi farm-raised catfish. Held
each spring in Columbus, the event is a tribute
to the African American citizens of Columbus
who have contributed to the town’s rich political, historical, cultural and musical heritage. This
year, the event will be held April 8-10, 2021. On
April 8, there will be a concert featuring Just a
Few Cats on the lawn of the Tennessee Williams
Home Museum. Catfish plates will be available
for preorder. Enjoy a tour of the Tennessee Williams House Museum and learn more about the
man, his life, and his work. “Barbecue and Blues”
will be held Friday, April 9. Visitors will be able
to enjoy delicious Mississippi barbecue while
listening to the soulful sounds of blues music
at the Riverwalk. Finally, the event culminates
with a Saturday morning 5k, a performance by
the South’s best blues musicians, a variety of
food vendors and artisans selling unique art and
homemade goods.
Visit Columbus, Mississippi’s best-kept
secret, and safely experience the magic that inspired the Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright. For
more information or to request a free visitor’s
guide, visit our website at visitcolumbusms.org
or call 662-329-1191. n

SOUTHEAST
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Columbia Fireflies Baseball

LakeMurrayCountry.com

Kayaking

Promoting Columbia, Lake Murray, Lexington, Newberry, Richland and Saluda.

grouptourmagaziner.com
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History Museum on the Square

Springfield museum offers multiple
ways to experience city’s history
Voted No. 1 Best New Attraction by
the readers of USA TODAY, History
Museum on the Square in Springfield,
Missouri, is conveniently located right on
historic Route 66. Six permanent galleries
along with a collection of artifacts and
photographs displayed using innovative
technology help tell the story of Springfield’s history.
“Take a ride on our Trolley Time Machine and watch many of the 40 stories
we have from 1865 to present,” said Katie
Schoorl, guest experience manager at the
museum. “See if you are as good a shot as
Wild Bill Hickok in a re-creation of the
first Wild West shootout, explore what
Springfield was like during the Civil War
and travel down the Mother Road to the
place where Route 66 got its name.”
Schoorl recommends taking 60–90
minutes for a self-guided tour of the mu72
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seum. If the group would prefer a guided
tour, the museum offers a 45-minute
overview tour.
The six permanent galleries include
Native Crossroads at the Spring; Trains,
Trolleys, and Transportation; Birthplace
of Route 66; Wild Bill Hickok & The
American West; Civil War in Springfield; and Pioneers and Founders at the
Crossroads. The museum also houses a
temporary gallery and meeting space.
In addition to the galleries, History
Museum on the Square offers a 1-mile,
one-hour Downtown Outdoor Walking
Tour.
“Tour guides share some of Springfield’s most notable stories where they
took place,” Schoorl said. “Stops include
the original pioneer settlement location,
the Birthplace of Route 66, the 2nd Battle
of Springfield and the first recorded Wild

P

West shootout that took place between
Wild Bill Hickok and Davis Tutt.”
Want to see more of Springfield?
The Step-on Bus Tour will take groups
through greater downtown Springfield to
see other historic landmarks.
“The History Museum on the Square
has many experiences that it offers to
groups,” Schoorl said. “The History Museum is always willing to discuss special
requests and experiences. This might
include an evening dinner experience,
private walking tour or collaboration
with another venue.”
The History Museum on the Square is
adhering to city and statewide ordinances
to ensure guest and staff safety. n
History Museum on the Square
417-831-1976
historymuseumonthesquare.org
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Located on the scenic river bluffs of the vast “Mighty MO”,
St. Joseph, Missouri is a notable American city with a fascinating heritage, born of the fur trade, nurtured by the “Westward
Expansion”, and brimming with a spirit of adventure as the
starting place of the Pony Express, “Ole’ St. Joe is a city you and
your group will never forget.
St. Joseph is home to 13 distinctive museums, 12 annual
festivals, amazing architecture listed on the National Register
of Historic Places and personalized itineraries custom made
with home-town hospitality. Also enjoy goodie bags for groups
and personal welcome from a St. Joseph representative.
JUST AROUND THE CORNER
Located at the crossroads of Interstate 29 and MO Highway 36
and only 30 minutes from North Kansas City puts St. Joseph
within easy driving distance of over 17 metropolitan areas.
Reming
ton Nat
ure Cen
ter

St. Joseph currently has a
face-covering order in place
that may be modified or
extended. #VisitStJoSafely
ping
Unique Shop

For tour ideas, contact: Gracia Pinzino, Group Sales Manager
stjomo.com/grouptour | 800-785-0360 | gpinzino@stjomo.

SOUTHEAST

Alcatraz East Crime Museum

Explore crime and crime prevention
at Alcatraz East
Spread over two floors, the Alcatraz
East Crime Museum in Pigeon Forge,
Tennessee, includes over 100 interactives
focused on criminal profiles, victims’
stories, crime prevention, forensic science
and much more.
While the museum is a self-guided
tour, Alcatraz East regularly hosts groups
and offers a number of group experiences.
“Groups will be able to tie knots like
a pirate, lie down in a jail cell bed, figure
out the fingerprint pattern on each of
their fingers and more,” said Susan Frese,
sales & program director at the museum.
The museum is made up of five galleries including A Notorious History
of American Crime; Punishment: The
Consequence of Crime; Crime Scene
Investigation; Crime Fighting; and Counterfeit Crimes & Pop Culture.
A Notorious History of American
74
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Crime gallery looks at crime through the
ages and even features artifacts from the
Middle Ages. The gallery’s interactives
include an activity that invites groups to
try to hack a fictitious computer site.
Groups will find themselves in the
middle of a fully intact crime scene in
the Crime Scene Investigation gallery
and use forensic science techniques like
toxicology and DNA testing.
In the Crime Fighting gallery, groups
will use the museum’s special goggles to
see how alcohol impairs the ability to
perform basic tasks and experience a police chase “in pursuit” of a speeding car.
The museum regularly hosts a number of temporary exhibits as well.
From now until June 2021, the museum will play host to an exhibit of the
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation. The
exhibit will not only delve into some of

TBI’s most famous cases and its history,
but also draw attention to a local cold
case and current missing children cases.
Opened in October, “From Car to
Incarceration: Ted Bundy’s Final Arrest”
exhibit explores Bundy’s final crime.
Available until October 2021, the exhibit
will temporarily supplement Bundy’s
VW and other personal objects of his
which are permanently displayed at the
museum.
“Alcatraz East Crime Museum is an
amazing experience for all ages,” Frese
said. “When you see the building located
at the entrance of The Island, your group
will want to know what this place is.” n
Alcatraz East Crime Museum
865-453-3278
alcatrazeast.com

eum

Photo by: Jason Barnette

Experience • explore • savor
When you’re ready to travel, we’re ready for you! Your group will have a blast making
biscuits and cocktails, dancing the Virginia Reel, and devouring ﬁne southern delicacies
like BBQ and catﬁsh. If that’s not enough fun, we might throw in a little magic.
(We’ll deﬁnitely throw in masks and hand sanitizers.)
Call or email today and we’ll start planning a trip your group will never forget.

frances@visitclarksvilletn.com • VisitClarksvilleTN.com • 931.245.4345
25 Jefferson Street, Suite 300 Clarksville, TN 37040
grouptourmagaziner.com
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virginia
wytheville

Wytheville is ready to welcome groups! Wide open spaces,
beautiful mountain views and outdoor attractions offer plenty of
distance. Located at the crossroads of I-77 and I-81, Wytheville
has long been known as a convenient stop for travelers, first
as a crossroads on early pioneer routes and later as a stop on
the journey from the Great Lakes to Florida.
Get spectacular views of the Appalachian Mountains at
3,405 feet at Big Walker Lookout, the oldest and highest
private attraction in Virginia. Visit scenic, family-owned and
-operated West Wind Farm Vineyard & Winery and try excellent
small batch wines. The saying “There’s only one Wytheville”
rings true for many reasons, as it is a community filled with
home-grown attractions and locally owned businesses. It is
authentic America.
Wytheville Convention & Visitors Bureau
276-223-3355
visitwytheville.com

ENJOY

The Wohlfahrt Haus
Dinner Theatre has been
entertaining audiences for
20 years. The 200-seat,
German-themed venue
presents Broadway-style,
professional musical
productions year-round with
themed plated meals served
before each performance.
The theater’s Matterhorn
Restaurant and Bier Garten
offer additional space.
Wohlfahrt Haus
Dinner Theatre
276-223-0891
wohlfahrthaus.com
Wytheville Convention & Visitors Bureau
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SEE

A 45-acre park and the
largest zoo in Southwest
Virginia, Fort Chiswell
Animal Park is home to
animals from six continents.
Groups can take a Safari Bus
Tour featuring interactions
with camels, zebra, antelope
and buffalo. Tickets also
include a walk through the
petting zoo and the Giraffe
Encounter experience.
Fort Chiswell Animal Park
276-637-6754
fortchiswellanimalpark.com

GO

Southwest Virginia’s
premier lavender farm —
Beagle Ridge Herb Farm
— houses herb and perennial
collections displayed in
themed gardens and the Flying
Flowers butterfly house, home
to 32 different butterflies.
Special experiences for groups
can include tagging migrating
butterflies to participating in a
two-day Lavender Academy.
The farm also offers 4½ miles
of beautifully wooded trails.
Beagle Ridge Herb Farm
276-621-4511
beagleridge.org

LEARN

Amid downtown
Wytheville’s local shops,
restaurants and five
museums is the Edith
Bolling Wilson Birthplace
Museum. As the wife of
Virginia-born President
Woodrow Wilson, she is
often called “The Secret
President” and “First Woman
President” by historians.
Exhibits include subjects like
the Girl Scouts during WWI,
as well as Bolling and Wilson
family memorabilia.
Edith Bolling Wilson
Birthplace Museum
276-223-3484
edithbollingwilson.org

SOUTHEAST

Ditch the Fake
Zoom Backgrounds.
GATHER IN THE NC SMOKIES

Explore the Historic Homes
and Gardens of
Thomas Edison and Henry Ford
239.334.7419 • EdisonFord.org
Maggie Valley • Waynesville • Lake Junaluska • Canton • Clyde

1-866-892-3239
VisitWytheville.com/Group-Tours

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Enjoy dinner and a show safely at
Riverside Center for the Performing Arts
Riverside Center for the Performing Arts in Fredericksburg, Virginia,
is open for group tours! The smashhit Grease closed after a record run
last March just as theaters nationwide went dark under pandemic
constraints. Patrick A’Hearn, the
Producing Artistic Director primarily responsible Riverside Center’s
steadily growing success, was not to
be deterred. Seven months later, with
a carefully crafted plan, Riverside
resumed operations with the Sip &
Sing Supper Club. After further analysis of requirements for performance
venues and actor safety in Virginia, in
September Riverside was among the
first theaters in the nation to resume
professional indoor performances.
An evening of dining and conversation, topped off with a first-rate

theater production, has become a
holiday tradition. The scene is different this year, with a spacious intimacy replacing the usual holiday hustle
and bustle. The signature extravaganza is instead a reflective, encouraging message of family and hope
conveyed through beloved carols and
hymns, with the level of talent and
entertainment Riverside patrons have
come to expect.
Packages have more flexibility than ever, with seating both in
the chandeliered ballroom and the
theater itself. Required capacity
limits lend more space for Riverside’s
guests to feel at ease while they dine
and view the show. For the holidays,
groups can choose to add on a threecourse meal of traditional favorites,
an economical box meal, or an appe-

tizer sampler with drink specials.
Boarding a coach to travel through
and enjoy Virginia’s scenic towns
dates back hundreds of years. Travelers still stop in town on their way
between Richmond and Washington,
D.C., for an overnight stay just as in
Washington’s time. Were he passing through Stafford today he could
visit the theater, toast enjoy sport on
the disc golf course at 6 Bears and a
Goat brewery, walk to the source of
sandstone for the White House and
U.S. Capitol on Government Island,
and cultivate his finer senses with the
studio, gardens and lovely home tour
of artist Gari Melchers. All so close to
his boyhood home and mother’s city
residence!
Call 540-370-4300 or visit riversidedt.com. n

It was worth the wait.

They say that good things are worth the wait. The National Museum of the U.S. Army is
no different. The Museum has announced that the doors will open with limited capacity
on November 11, 2020, Veterans Day! Keep us in mind for your future itinerary planning
as larger group offerings are released for 2021.

2021 INTEREST FORM
IS NOW AVAILABLE

armyhistory.org/groupticketing-requests
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To ensure the conditions for a healthy and safe
environment the Museum will accommodate up to 5
tickets per request. Free timed-entry admission tickets
are required to enter the Museum. Visit us online for the
latest updates!

theNMUSA.org
#worththewait

SOUTHEAST

TRUTH BE TOLD:

THE POLICIES THAT IMPACTED BLACK LIVES

We look forward
to welcoming your
groups. Find out more
at alicenter.org.

Learn about the history of Black people
that is often left out, misinterpreted,
or even falsified in our history books.
144 N. 6th St.
Louisville, KY
502.584.9254

OPEN THROUGH APRIL 18!
Sponsored by

MASSANUTTEN
A F O U R S E A S O N R E S O R T D E S T I N AT I O N

Located in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia

Join us for Winter season fun!
Skiing/Snowboarding • Snow Tubing • Ice Skating
Accommodations • Meeting & Event Venues • Custom Menus
Teambuilding Activities • Indoor WaterPark • Escape Rooms • Golf
NEW! Tour our resort from the comfort of your home with our

Virtual Resort Tour @ MassResort.com/VirtualTour

The NEW Resort App is here! Download the app to:
•
•
•
•
•

Navigate from check-in to your room/condo
Personalize vacation itineraries
Navigate our interactive map
Receive resort news & alerts
Manage your rewards

MASSRESORT.COM/GROUPS
Winner of ConventionSouth 2020 - Fan Favorite Remarkable Resorts Award

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Bring your group tour to life
in Virginia Beach
Welcoming groups to live the life
is a long-practiced tradition in Virginia
Beach, giving visitors a chance to
experience the genuine hospitality of
a city with a lot to share. Where the
Atlantic Ocean meets the Chesapeake Bay, the coastal city of Virginia
Beach promises groups a unique
chance to live the life year-round.
With untouched natural wonders,
freshly caught seafood, fresh-picked
local ingredients and an eclectic
downtown and arts district, Virginia
Beach has something for everybody
of every comfort level. From the lively
oceanfront area and remote beaches
of Sandbridge to the calming waters
of the Chesapeake Bay and bustling
Town Center, escape for a muchneeded getaway.
We understand groups want to
get out but want to do so safely.
In Virginia Beach, your safety is our
first priority and our Meet Smarter
program brings together a series
of protocols for the safety, security
and well-being of our community
and visitors. We’ve defined the Gold

80
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Standard for beach safety and cleanliness, and our network of hotels,
restaurants, venues, attractions and
services have followed suit with their
own new protocols with the same
important goals.
Virginia Beach offers an ideal
mix of activities for a wide range of
individual tastes and interests, with
many options ready to accommodate
groups of all sizes. From dining that
combines unique coastal cuisine with
attentive service, to events and attractions the whole group can enjoy
together, the list of things to do here
is always growing. Groups should arrive ready to discover, like the original
settlers who got their first glimpse of
the New World on these shores.
When outdoor adventure is on the
itinerary, the options in Virginia Beach
are as vast as the Atlantic Ocean.
Coastal waters, beautiful parks and
great fishing make Virginia Beach the
ideal vacation for any outdoor lover.
Home to one of the last great salt
marsh habitats on the East Coast
with hundreds of miles of inland

waters, thousands of acres of parks
and countless trails, and the United
States’ largest estuary in the Chesapeake Bay, this is much more than
a typical beach vacation. Whether
you’re on one of our beaches or deep
within the canopied forest of our
state parks, there’s an open invitation
to paddle, bike, hike, surf and swim
your way to your best trip yet.
You’ll have your pick of activities, from beach walks to nightlife
and air shows to wildlife. You’ll enjoy
unique access to popular experiences
through our Live the Life Adventures,
offered exclusively for groups, along
with a range of itineraries to help
guide your plans. Whether it’s for
student groups seeking to combine
fun and enrichment, reunion groups
in search of a place to reconnect, or
travel groups looking for an active
getaway, it’s no wonder so many tour
planners put Virginia Beach at the top
of their list.
Call 757-385-4700 or go to
visitvirginiabeach.com. n

Virginia Beach CVB

HOP ABOARD
AND TAKE IN
THE SITES

BRING YOUR GROUP TOUR TO LIFE.
Where the Atlantic Ocean meets the Chesapeake Bay, our coastal city offers uncommon
access to nature’s wonders and hands-on experiences for your group to share.
Plan your group’s Live the Life Adventure at VisitVirginiaBeach.com/GroupTour.
grouptourmagaziner.com
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arizona
flagstaff

Known as Arizona’s four-season destination, Flagstaff sits at
the base of the San Francisco Peaks and within 10 to 80 miles
of seven of the nation’s national parks and monuments.
“Our 1800s pioneering bygone era, Native American legacy
and Route 66 are brought to life throughout several museums,”
said Cherri Lamont, global travel industry sales manager
at Discover Flagstaff. “For the outdoors people — hiking,
biking, skiing, kayaking, adventure courses and ziplining will
consume groups. Music and art are central components to
our community and stargazing at Lowell Observatory will be a
memory to behold.
“Groups will find a friendly, historic mountain town with craft
breweries and forest-to-table restaurants. We look forward to
being your host!”
Discover Flagstaff
928-213-2951
flagstaffarizona.org

DISCOVER

Specializing in plants
native to the Colorado
Plateau, The Arboretum
at Flagstaff boasts 750
species of plants housed
in greenhouses, natural
habitats and gardens.
The arboretum is located
at 7,150 feet in elevation
on 200 acres within the
Coconino National Forest.
Groups can venture through
miles of scenic pathways to
see native fauna and historic
buildings on-site.
The Arboretum at Flagstaff
928-774-1442
thearb.org
Discover Flagstaff
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LEARN

Learn about the Native
Peoples of the Colorado
Plateau, take part in handson geology activities and
view ancient, modern and
contemporary arts in the
Babbit Gallery at Museum
of Northern Arizona. The
museum boasts a number of
gardens and a gift shop, and
additionally is surrounded by
hiking trails.
Museum of Northern
Arizona
928-774-5213
musnaz.org

GO

TOUR

As one of the greatest
geological sites on Earth,
Flagstaff is fortunate to be
only 80 miles from the Grand
Canyon. The city is also home
to a number of Grand Canyon
and outdoor adventure tour
companies. From day and
multi-day tours to sightseeing
and photography tours, groups
will experience one of the
nation’s greatest treasures with
the help of local guides and
amenities.

Historic Downtown
Flagstaff — bordering on
Route 66 — is the city’s
bustling hub for activities and
nightlife including breweries,
art galleries, restaurants,
boutiques and so much
more. A number of shops
and restaurants are located
in restored 1890s buildings,
too. Take one of many free,
self-guided walking tours like
the Public Art Walk or the
Haunted Tour.

Discover Flagstaff
928-213-2951
flagstaffarizona.org

Flagstaff Downtown
Business Alliance
downtownflagstaff.org

WEST

Group Tour Magazine

FreescanSubscription
to subscribe

scan to subscribe

TASTE. SEE. SAVOR.
AMERICA’S FARM-TO-FORK CAPITAL
Book your group tour at VisitSacramento.com/GroupTravel

PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY & MUSEUM

One of California’s most beautiful and unique destinations!
Ask about our docent-led group tours - Two restaurants available with tour group options

For information on our FBI and WWII exhibits visit ReaganLibrary.com

Tour Through Air Force One 27000

View a Full Scale Replica of the Oval Oﬃce

Touch an Authentic Piece of the Berlin Wall

Once reopened, the Reagan Library will follow all CDC COVID health guidelines and cleaning procedures.

40 Presidential Drive • Simi Valley, CA 93065 • ReaganLibrary.com
grouptourmagaziner.com
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colorado
durango

A perfect place to stay and play no matter the season, Durango
is ready to whisk groups through the Wild West and introduce
them to ancient histories, outdoor adventures and much more.
“Durango is open and ready to welcome groups back
to Southwest Colorado,” said Theresa Graven, tourism
& communications director at Visit Durango. “Nestled in
southwestern Colorado’s Animas River Valley and surrounded
by the rugged San Juan Mountains, Durango offers unimpeded
access to some of the best cultural, historic and outdoor
attractions in the state.”
From outdoor pursuits in the surrounding High Desert and
mountains to fresh food raised at high-elevation farms, Native
American history and Old West heritage, Durango is Southwest
Colorado’s premier four-season destination!”

C

Visit Durango
970-247-3500
durango.org

RIDE

See wildlife, waterfalls
and peaks only accessible
by foot or by train with
Durango & Silverton
Narrow Gauge Railroad &
Museum. Operated out of
the original 1882 depot, the
railroad chugs through the
canyons of 2 million-acre
San Juan National Forest.
Special packages and
experiences are available for
groups of 20 or more.
Durango & Silverton
Narrow Gauge Railroad
& Museum
970-385-8875
durangotrain.com

STAY

Groups have a variety
of lodging options at
Purgatory Resort, from
luxury condos and vacation
homes to slope-side units.
Located among the San
Juan Mountains, Purgatory
Resort offers over 1,600
acres of skiable terrain, 105
trails, 11 lifts and a 2,029foot vertical drop. Other
winter activities available at
the resort include tubing,
snowshoeing, sleighrides
and snowmobiling.
Purgatory Resort
970-426-7270
purgatoryresort.com

Clockwise from top: Visit Durango (3), Scott Smith, Visit Durango
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DISCOVER

Spanish for “green table,”
Mesa Verde National
Park protects nearly 5,000
archaeological sites, making
it one of the best-preserved
historic places in the nation.
See the hundreds of cliff
dwelling homes constructed by
the Ancestral Pueblo people,
dating to A.D. 600. Currently,
the park is under a phased
reopening and only self-guided
tours are available.
Mesa Verde National Park
970-529-4465
nps.gov/meve

PLAY

Choose from a variety
of adventures for the group
with Durango Rivertrippers
& Adventure Tours and
experience mountains,
waterfalls, ghost towns and
much more. From whitewater
rafting trips and inflatable
kayak tours to open-air Jeep
tours, Durango Rivertrippers
will customize any excursion
for groups.
Durango Rivertrippers
& Adventure Tours
970-259-0289
durangorivertrippers.com
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Pick the path
to adventure.

C OME TO LI FE

TM

Adventure begins the moment we start dreaming about it. And in
Colorado, the adventures are endless. Tour the Olympic Museum
in Colorado Springs, take in the views of our 41 state parks or
four national parks, and witness the beauty of our mountains from
every angle. Start planning next year’s adventure, today.

TOURCOLORADO.ORG

WEST

View rescued animals from elevated
walkways at The Wild Animal Sanctuary

The Wild Animal Sanctuary
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As the largest and oldest sanctuary in
the world dedicated to rescuing captiveborn large carnivores, The Wild Animal
Sanctuary in Keenesburg, Colorado,
houses over 500 rescued animals amid
789 acres.
“All viewing of our rescued animals
is done from an elevated walkway that
is 20 to 40 feet above the animals,” said
Kent Drotar, public relations director at
the sanctuary. “By being above them, the
animals do not feel any pressure or stress
like they would if humans were at ground
level with them.”
The sanctuary began in 1980 in Boulder but moved just outside of Keenesburg
in 1994. In early 2018, The Wild Animal
Sanctuary procured an additional 9,684
acres of land near Springfield, Colorado,
and intends to place current and future
rescues there.
Currently, groups can see 80 different
habitats while taking a 3-mile round trip
on elevated paths — with educational
signs placed throughout.
“Along the way, guests will pass
through our covered Lion House, over
the Grizzly Bear deck and then onto our

Education Center and snack/bar rest
area,” Drotar said.
See large mammals like tigers, wolves,
jaguars and mountain lions. The sanctuary is also home to other animals like
coyotes, fox, emus and alpacas.
Tours of the facility are self-guided,
although The Wild Animal Sanctuary
enjoys providing educational opportunities for groups at the Education Center.
Groups will learn about the animals’ lives
in captivity and how they have changed
since arriving at the sanctuary.
The sanctuary features a
48,000-square-foot Welcome Center
housing 10 acres of parking lot space,
the Gift Shop, Lion’s Den Café and an ice
cream shop. The center also includes a
private rooftop space for groups.
The Wild Animal Sanctuary can accommodate groups of any size on the
elevated boardwalk. Reservations are
required for renting out rooftop space and
the Education Center. n
The Wild Animal Sanctuary
303-536-0118
wildanimalsanctuary.org

WEST

Hyatt lakefront property offers a remote feel
just a few miles from Seattle city center
On the shores of Lake Washington,
Hyatt Regency Lake Washington at
Seattle’s Southport is less than a half-hour
drive from downtown Seattle, but it offers
the peace of remote lodging.
“The property feels more like an
in-city retreat center offering panoramic
views and easy access to the outdoors,”
said Pina Purpero, general manager.
The 12-story, 347-room property
includes 60,000 square feet of indoor and
outdoor meeting space, perfect for any
group function.
“Additionally, all indoor function
space showcases natural light with 80%
possessing Lake Washington views, while
the three expansive terraces — Olympic,
Lake Washington and Mercer — offer
unique accessibility to outdoor venue
space, beloved by attendees,” Purpero
said.
With direct access to water, groups
can board an event cruise from the hotel’s
private marina. Head down the shoreline
to Gene Coulon Memorial Beach Park,
a 50-acre waterfront outdoor destination with both land- and water-based
activities. The park also provides access
to Eastside Rail Corridor Trail and other
popular regional hikes.
The property additionally boasts two
waterfront restaurants, Water’s Table and
Dock & Drink.
“Both restaurants, as well as our
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market, boast contactless options, including to-go dining to promote social
distancing, wireless credit card payments
and social distancing indicators with
floor decals for queues,” Purpero said.
“All outlets proudly offer guests mobile
menus available via cellphone or tablet,
as well as disposable menus available for
non-mobile use.”
Water’s Table’s menu serves up locallysourced products and was recently
awarded Best Outdoor Dining, Best
Cocktail and Best Romantic Dinner by
425 Magazine, and Diner’s Choice Award
by Open Table.
Starting in Novembrt, Lake Washington’s outdoor restaurant Dock & Drink
transformed to accommodate guests during the colder weather. Guests can enjoy
dining options under bistro-lit chande-

liers in heated tents, all while appreciating
panoramic views.
Hyatt Regency Lake Washington also
has an indoor swimming pool, jacuzzi
spa, day spa, fitness center, abundant
parking, the Regency Club and close
proximity to local attractions. The hotel
has implemented a number of contactless, cleanliness and safety protocols.
“Guest safety is paramount and Hyatt
Regency Lake Washington’s location
within a private development will help
safeguard your attendees and provide a
sense of comfort upon their return each
evening,” Purpero said. n
Hyatt Regency Lake Washington
425-203-1234
hyatt.com

Hyatt Regency Lake Washington

on
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Discover Real Native Arts

Royalgorgebridge.com

www.GallupRealTrue.com

Wyoming State Capitol
restoration project
completed in
2019!

Cheyenne Frontier Days™ – July 23-August 1, 2021
Cheyenne Botanic Gardens Grand Conservatory
Wyoming State Museum and State Capitol
Cheyenne Frontier Days™ Old West Museum
Historic Cheyenne Depot and Museum
Western Shopping Galore
Terry Bison Ranch
Big Boy Steam Engine

At the intersection of I-80 and I-25 | 800-426-5009 | CHEYENNE.ORG
grouptourmagaziner.com
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Mount Rushmore Tours
by Stagecoach West

Black Hills Open Top Tours

Roam the Black Hills and Badlands region
with shuttle tours and experiences
Less than two hours from each other,
the Badland’s red and dusty steep canyons surrounded by layered spires juxtapose the deep green pines and grey rocks
of the Black Hills — forming a distinctive
region in southwestern South Dakota.
These landmarks also encompass other legendary sites like Mount Rushmore
and the evolving Crazy Horse Memorial.
“During the pandemic, more than
ever, visitors are utilizing the region’s
wide-open spaces and outdoor resources
to create great vacations, while also
keeping themselves safe,” said Michelle
Thomson, president & CEO of the Black
Hills & Badlands Tourism Association.
“Local sightseeing operators and shuttle
companies do a wonderful job of showcasing the region to visitors.”
With Black Hills Open Top Tours,
groups can choose from tours highlighting Mount Rushmore, The Badlands,
Black Hills and more from the open top
of a van or jeep.
Mount Rushmore Tours by Stagecoach West offers the Mount Rushmore
Sightseeing Tour package. This full-day
excursion begins at Fort Hays with a
cowboy breakfast and then takes groups
to a number of nearby sites. The tour
ends again at Fort Hays with the Chuckwagon Supper and Live Branson-style
Music Show.
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Journey down the cobblestone streets
of historic Deadwood with the Original Deadwood Tour. Learn about local
legends like Potato Creek Johnny or more
well-known Western figures like Calamity Jane.
On top of these experiences, many
operators and shuttle companies provide
opportunities to stop by local attractions
and unique finds.
“Groups can take a trip through
Custer State Park’s bison heard on a Buffalo Jeep Safari, along the scenic route
between Hill City and Keystone on 1880

Train, and through past presidents on a
City of Presidents walking tour or at the
National Presidential Wax Museum,”
Thomson said.
“These companies have relationships
throughout the region, know of our hidden gems and must-sees, and can incorporate them into custom trips for groups
both large and small,” she said. n
Black Hills & Badlands
Tourism Association
605-355-3600
blackhillsbadlands.com

1880 Train

Black Hills & Badlands Tourism Association

itinerary planner

texas

corpus christi
Divided into nine distinct regions, Corpus Christi includes
beach life, Civil War history, maritime culture and much more.
“Corpus Christi is settled right on the Gulf of Mexico with
state-of-the-art meeting facilities, attractions, restaurants and
entertainment,” said Erica Bhakta, executive vice president
and chief of sales officer at Visit Corpus Christi. “Our natural
resources make our coastal destination the safest location in
Texas to host your next meeting or event!”
Hit up the Sports, Entertainment and Arts (SEA) District in
the Bayfront/Downtown region. Southside is known for its dining
and shopping scene, while groups can soak up the white sand
beaches at Padre or Mustang Island. Touch a stingray, learn
to surf and dive into Native American history while in Texas’
“Sparkling City by the Sea.”
Visit Corpus Christi
800-678-6232
visitcorpuschristitx.org

LEARN

The USS LEXINGTON WWII
aircraft carrier served the
United States longer and set
more records than any other
carrier in the history of naval
aviation. Now docked at North
Beach, the USS LEXINGTON
offers guided group tours and
features a 3D Mega Theater,
escape room experiences,
flight simulator and Virtual
Battle Stations — in addition to
other exhibits.
USS LEXINGTON
Museum on the Bay
361-888-4873
usslexington.com

SEE

South Texas Botanical
Gardens & Nature Center
is not only home to abundant
flora, but 60 resident
reptiles, 40 exotic birds, a
2,600-square-foot Butterfly
House and a number of
other scenic exhibits housing
fauna. Groups will enjoy a
different take on botanical
gardens with the EarthKind
Demonstration Trial Gardens
and the artscapes in the
Sensory Garden.
South Texas Botanical
Gardens & Nature Center
361-852-2100
stxbot.org

DISCOVER

The nearly 100,000-squarefoot Corpus Christi Museum
of Science and History
highlights everything from
shipwrecks to the story
of the Karankawa Indians
and coastal ecology to
prehistoric predators and prey.
Discounted rates are available
for groups of 10 or more.
Groups can also request a
guided tour of the museum.
Corpus Christi Museum
of Science and History
361-826-4667
ccmuseum.com

EXPLORE

The longest stretch of
undeveloped barrier
island in the world can
be found at Padre Island
National Seashore. The
area is perfect for biking,
beachcombing, fishing,
kayaking, canoeing,
camping, birding, picnicking
and more. The seashore is
also a safe nesting ground
for the Kemp’s ridley sea
turtle.

…
y
e
p
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i

Padre Island
National Seashore
361-949-8068
nps.gov/pais

Courtesy of Visit Corpus Christi
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33197_G

IN GRAPEVINE,

THE LIST GOES ON AND ON…

…and only in the Christmas Capital of Texas® will
you find a unique destination with a vintage Texas
experience and modern amenities. There are so many
perfect places to create lasting memories.
Believe! Each event is like a little something extra
in your stocking.

• Lone Star Christmas at Gaylord Texan Resort
• Live Entertainment at the Historic
Palace Theatre
• Grapevine Urban Wine Trail
• Christmas Wine Trains
• Historic Christmas Attractions
And much more within 10 minutes of Dallas
Fort Worth International Airport.

For additional information or assistance planning your future tour to Grapevine,
contact Heather Egan at 817.410.3561 or HEgan@GrapevineTexasUSA.com
GrapevineTexasUSA.com or call 817.410.3185.
grouptourmagaziner.com

33197_GCVB_Group_Tour_2020_Holiday_ad_v3.indd 1
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Fredericksburg
Slow down in Texas Hill Country
By Kelsey Smith
One stroll down Main Street was all it
took for me to fall in love with the charming
town of Fredericksburg. Last year, I visited
during the holiday season when the town
was draped in thousands of twinkling lights
— it’s a sight you have to see.
Tucked in the rolling hills of Texas,
Fredericksburg is known for its slow pace,
award-winning wines and strong German
heritage. Main Street is bustling with local
restaurants and coffee shops, vibrant art
galleries and eclectic boutiques — there
truly is something for everyone. But, most
importantly, Fredericksburg welcomes
groups with open arms.
“Fredericksburg is always ready to
welcome motorcoach groups to town,” said
Karyn Mayo, director of tourism & strategic
alliances at the Fredericksburg Convention
& Visitor Bureau. “Our Visitor Information
Center, with ample motorcoach parking, is
located just a block away from the heart
of our historic Main Street and features
maps, brochures and a free 10-minute
overview video of town, as well as answers
to questions from our knowledgeable travel
counselors.
“Visitors can quickly hop off their motorcoach, use our free, public restrooms and
then head out to explore our walkable Main
Street with shops, boutiques, art galleries,
restaurants, wine tasting rooms, museums
and more.”

Clockwise from top: Jason Risner, Trish Rawls,
Visit Fredericksburg, GTM/Kelsey Smith
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Marktplatz

Airplane hangar at Lyndon B. Johnson
National Historical Park

German roots

Peach orchard at
Das Peach Haus

Fredericksburg’s history dates back
to its founding in 1846 when the first
German settlers arrived in Texas Hill
Country. The town is wildly proud of
its German heritage, and it’s deliciously
reflected in its cuisine.
My first night in Fredericksburg
brought me to Fischer & Wieser’s Das
Peach Haus, and it was a night I’ll never
forget. When we arrived, the sun was
setting and the fiery hues were peeking
between the trees and reflecting off of the
water — talk about picture perfect.
Fischer & Wieser Specialty Foods is a
family-owned business that started off as
a roadside fruit stand. In business for over
50 years now, Fischer & Wieser offers as
many as 70 award-winning products, including jams, jellies, preserves and sauces.
Das Peach Haus is also home to the
Fischer & Wieser Culinary Adventure
Cooking School, which is where we had
our dinner. And it was more than just
a meal, it was a completely interactive
experience.
Members of our group were invited
to cook with the chef in a demonstration — we had an incredibly authentic
German meal, which included schnitzel,
käsespätzle and red cabbage.
Another popular stop for some German bites is Otto’s German Bistro, which
introduced farm-to-table German cuisine
to the Texas Hill Country in July 2013. Its
beverage program is also well-known —
it has a focus on natural and biodynamic
wines, artisan cocktails and craft beers.
We tried a little bit of everything, including Flammkuchen (flatbread, crème
fraiche, Texas goat cheese, prosciutto,
apple and balsamic reduction) and the
duck schnitzel.

Historic ties

Otto’s German Bistro

Throughout Fredericksburg’s
extensive 170-plus years of history, the
city has been home to several figures
that have shaped history, including the
United States’ 36th president, Lyndon B.
Johnson.
On our trip, we stopped by Lyndon
B. Johnson State Park & Historic Site and

the Lyndon B. Johnson National Historical Park for a few hours. We got to see the
inner workings of a living history farmstead and experience Texas pioneer life
from back in the 1800s — park interpreters created wreathes and spun wool, and
even baked sugar cookies.
At the national historical park, we
visited Johnson’s family cemetery, the LBJ
Ranch Show Barn and the airplane hangar. Johnson signed more education bills
into law than any other president, and we
also got to see where he signed the landmark Elementary and Second Education
Act of 1965 — right at his first school.

Texas wine
country

When you think of wine country,
Texas might not be the first region that
comes to mind. But, don’t be fooled —
the Lone Star State is the fifth-largest
wine-producing state in the nation. Wine
production in Fredericksburg dates back
to the original settlers who used the native mustang grape to produce wine.
There are over 100 wineries and vineyards in the Texas Hill Country alone,
making Fredericksburg the epicenter of
Texas wine country.
Our last afternoon in Fredericksburg
took us to Heath Sparkling Wines, the
first winery in Texas dedicated to only
fine sparkling wines. Our guided tasting
was unique, immersive and multi-sensory and unlike any other wine tasting I’ve
done before.
Each wine and food pairing was
thoughtfully crafted, and each wine had
a unique, robust flavor. The tasting room
also overlooks the rolling vineyards, making it the perfect backdrop for photos.
From fine wines and authentic German eats to historic parks, there is always
something new and exciting to discover
in Fredericksburg. My visit to Texas Hill
Country was eye-opening and incredible,
and it certainly won’t be my last. n
Visit Fredericksburg
830-997-6523
visitfredericksburgtx.com

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Southwest skies allow local observatories to flourish
One of the best ways to view the
celestial night sky is at an observatory.
The southwestern United States is riddled
with them, a region known for being an
astronomer’s paradise with its clear, vast
skies.
History, too, molds the tale of sky
watching in the Southwest — with it being such a highly traveled to spot for star
gazers for over a century.
Take Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff,
Arizona; the astronomical research and
education center was founded by Percival
Lowell in 1894, 18 years before Arizona
became a state.
“Lowell is a place with fascinating
heritage of discovery that continues
today,” said Kevin Schindler, historian/
PIO at Lowell Observatory. “In the two
years prior to COVID-19, we welcomed
an average of 105,000 visitors to the
observatory.”
The observatory currently caps group
sizes at 10, although will again host larger
groups once conditions allow.
Groups will experience the night sky
through a variety of telescopes including
the Clark Telescope and six advanced
telescopes on the newly opened Giovale
Open Deck Observatory.
“The historic 24-inch Clark Telescope
was used by Percival Lowell in developing
Visitors Center, McDonald
Observatory

From top: Lowell Observatory, McDonald Observatory
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his controversial ideas about life on Mars,
V.M. Slipher in detecting the first evidence
of the expanding universe and Apollo astronauts to help prepare for their missions
to the Moon,” Schindler said.
Even during the day, Lowell provides
one-of-a-kind and fascinating experiences for its visitors with historic tours.
“Tours include visits to the Clark
Telescope, Pluto Discovery Telescope,
historic Rotunda Museum and Putnam
Collection, as well as access to our beautiful grounds,” Schindler said.
Visitors will also enjoy the spacethemed Starry Skies Gift Shop, selling
a variety of astronomical paraphernalia
and gifts.
Currently, Lowell is under an aggressive expansion, which includes a new visitor facility that will triple the size of the
current visitor center. The new addition is
set to open in 2023 and will include three
key features: youth and family exhibits,
the Universe Theater and the Richard F.
Caris Dark Sky Planetarium.
“The United States is blessed with a
variety of museums, parks, historic sites,
science centers and places of exploration,”
Schindler said. “But Lowell Observatory
captures all of these, and with the very
unique characteristic of telescope viewing
that inspires people of all ages.”

Clark Dome,
Lowell Observatory

McDonald Observatory in Fort
Davis, Texas, too has a lengthy history,
which began in 1926. Banker William J.
McDonald left the University of Texas
at Austin the majority of his estate at the
time of his death with the wish that it
would be used for the “study and promotion” of astronomy.
“Since its dedication in 1939, McDonald Observatory has pursued topics at
the forefront of astronomy,” said Rachel
Fuechsl, public relations coordinator at
McDonald Observatory. “It is currently
home to one of the largest telescopes in
the world, the 10-meter Hobbly-Eberly
Telescope.”
McDonald Observatory and its facilities are located atop Mount Locke and
Mount Fowlkes in the Davis Mountains.
Located at the base of the mountains is
the Visitors Center, which includes an
exhibit hall, theater, gift shop, telescope
park and outdoor amphitheater.
During afternoon guided tours,
groups of up to 10 can drive to the sum-

WEST
mit of Mount Locke, home to two of
McDonald’s largest research telescopes.
“A guide will discuss the history of the
observatory while guests enjoy stunning
views of the surrounding region,” Fuechsl
said.
On Tuesday, Friday and Saturday
evenings, the observatory hosts its Star
Party programs. Experience night sky
constellation tours and projected views of
objects in the sky at the amphitheater.

Explo

re

“Our programs continue to evolve
as circumstances change, so it is best for
anyone planning a group visit to contact
us ahead of time for the latest information on what we can offer,” Fuechsl said.
As groups look for trips away from
crowded spaces, observatories offer
remote experiences and a look into other
worlds. Adding one of these facilities —
or any of the number of observatories in
the Southwest — to an itinerary provides

a chance for unmatched discovery amid
expansive vistas. n
Lowell Observatory
928-774-3358
lowell.edu
McDonald Observatory
432-426-3640
mcdonaldobservatory.org

EXPERIENCE
15,000 YEARS
OF HISTORY

ExploreGlenRose.org
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OPEN -5PM
9AM
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www.columbiagorge.org
990 SW Rock Creek Dr. Stevenson, WA

575.625.9495

Printing Sponsored By: City of Stevenson &
Skamania County Lodge Taxes

ROSWELLUFOMUSEUM.COM

VT-Azalea Trail Ad 1

Size: 2.25 x 4.75

#1 Scenic Railroad

into

tyler

Stay here, Play here, Shop here

Just 16 Miles North of Seattle and
Minutes from Beaches, Mountains, Wine
Tasting, Casinos and More

AZALEA & SPRING
FLOWER TRAIL

• Legendary Shopping at Alderwood Mall
• Lodging 40% less than Seattle
• A beautiful municipal
Golf Course
• Free Parking

March – April 2021

VisitTyler.com/AzaleaTrail

SURPRISINGLY
SIMPLE TO BOOK!

LynnwoodTourism.com

Or Call (800) 662-2044

CUMBRESTOLTEC.COM/GROUPS
1-877-890-2737

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Southwest landscapes
influence creative works at
New Mexico Museum of Art
For more than 100 years, the New
Mexico Museum of Art in Santa Fe has
served as a cultural destination for viewing artistic works influenced by nature
and culture in the American Southwest.
“With our city being more than 400
years old, we’ve experienced an amazing
mix of cultures in our region — which is
certainly reflected in the artwork that’s
on display here,” said Michelle Roberts,
deputy director of the New Mexico Museum of Art. “Our museum features four
to five rotating exhibits at any one time
and we’re open all year long. We always
have one exhibition that is grounded
in our region as well as a broad range
of pieces that feature art not only from
other parts of the United States, but from
around the world.”
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Groups can explore a total of 11,000
square feet of exhibition space and more
than 20,000 works of art in the SpanishPueblo Revival-style building constructed
in 1917. And while Spanish, English and
Native American cultures have influenced the artwork, so has the bright,
colorful and vibrant landscape of New
Mexico, which groups can see reimagined throughout each piece of artwork.
“New Mexico has drawn people from
around the world because of the brilliant
quality of light we have here,” Roberts
said. “Our light has been described as
clear and crisp as it shines across our
open landscapes, allowing you to see for
hundreds of miles.”
In the spring of 2022, the New Mexico
Museum of Art plans to open a second

location in the city’s railyard district. The
new museum will feature contemporary
New Mexican artwork and artists.
The museum is closely monitoring the
number of COVID-19 cases in the region
and state, and therefore is closing its
doors during times of exponential growth
in cases and will reopen when numbers
decrease. It is best to continually check
the museum’s website to ensure it is open.
Group tours are temporarily suspended. Call the museum to see how groups
can be accommodated during its phased
reopening. n
New Mexico Museum of Art
505-476-5075
nmartmuseum.org

New Mexico Museum of Art

Art

THIS IS BIGHORN MOUNTAIN COUNTRY
The world comes out west expecting to see cowboys driving horses through the streets of downtown; pronghorn butting
heads on windswept bluﬀs; clouds encircling the towering pinnacles of the Cloud Peak Wilderness; and endless expanses
of wild, open country. These are some of the ﬁbers that have been stitched together over time to create the patchwork
quilt of Sheridan County’s identity, each part and parcel to the Wyoming experience. Toss in a historic downtown district,
with western allure, hospitality and good graces to spare; a vibrant art scene; bombastic craft culture; a robust festival and
events calendar; and living history on every corner, and you have a Wyoming experience unlike anything you could have
ever imagined. Welcome to Sheridan County, in the heart of Bighorn Mountain Country.
So that we can adventure together safely, our team has put together a series of COVID-19 resources to keep you informed
of any travel restrictions, local and state health mandates, and other pandemic-related travel information, available on our
website. Catch our new streaming series, The Backyard, with new episodes each week.

sheridanwyoming.org
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Enjoy rural
Las Vegas
with
Adventure
Photo Tours

Las Vegas is situated in the middle of
a desert wilderness with amazing places
to see, only two hours from the iconic
casino strip.
Adventure Photo Tours provides visitors with programs ranging from fourhour to full-day excursions that flaunt the
breathtaking natural beauty of the area.
Will Tryon is the owner of Adventure
Photo Tours and enjoys guiding visitors through the landscape. “No matter
which direction you drive, you learn
that Las Vegas is a bustling city remotely
placed in the middle of the Southwest-

ern Wilderness,” he said. “When touring
through the mountains and deserts,
travelers enjoy a different visual experience every 15 minutes. It is a mindblowing event.”
Drivers provide commentary on all
13 adventures, elevating the experience
from a simple sightseeing tour to a fun
and informative program.
“Our tours include many stops to
allow people to get out of the vehicle
do a some exploring, take photos and
experience the fabulous surroundings,”
Tryon said.
Several four- to six-hour tour itineraries are popular with visitors seeking a
short escape from the city.
“Red Rock Canyon is located just
west of the city and is truly a stunning
location and one of my favorites.” Tryon
said. “The Hoover Dam excursion highlights an engineering marvel with ample
time for fabulous views from the top of
the dam and the Colorado River. And
Valley of Fire, just north of Las Vegas
— with its red sandstone formations,
arches and hundreds of ancient Anasazi
Petroglyphs — is a historian’s and photo
buff ’s dream come true.”
Science fiction buffs will enjoy the
Area 51 Tour. This amazing day winds
through some of the most desolate,
uninhabited and beautiful parts of the
Mohave Desert. After a journey through
a Joshua Tree Forest to a spooky and
remote dry lake, travelers drive along
the Extraterrestrial Highway for lunch
at the world-famous Little A’Le’ Inn and
of course, lots of time to explore the
perimeter of the top-secret Area 51.
Full-day tours provide amazing opportunities ranging from a Jet Boat ride
down the Colorado River to a helicopter
flight to the floor of the Grand Canyon.
Travelers will leave with many adventure stories and thrilling memories to
share. n
Adventure Photo Tours
702-889-8687
adventurephototours.com

Courtesy of Will Tryon
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Shopping
& Gaming
GROUP TOUR

2021
PLANNING
GUIDE
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ADVERTORIAL

Tejon Ranch, California

OUTLETS AT TEJON IS A MUST-SHOP-STOP
FOR ANY ITINERARY
When sending your clients to
Southern California, the Outlets at
Tejon is your best selection for style
and savings and is conveniently located
approximately an hour north of Los
Angeles on I-5. You will find your
favorite American brands with savings
up to 65% at more than 40 upscale
fashion, home goods and accessories
stores. Set against the beautiful
mountains of Tejon Ranch, this is a
must-shop-stop for any itinerary.
Your clients will love it when you
add the Outlets at Tejon to their
itinerary with all the group and FIT
incentives we offer, such as:
• FREE VIP coupon booklet with
discounts up to 65% in addition to our
already discount outlet prices.
• Special VIP Gift Tote Bag.
• Convenient and free bus parking for
large groups and tours.
• For group Meet and Greets, please
give us a 48-hour notice in writing to
RSwiggum@TejonOutlets.com.
Also, at the Outlets at Tejon, we
love our tour operators, tour guides and
bus drivers! Book five trips, and you can
earn a $50 Outlets at Tejon gift card.
That’s on top of the $15 gift card for the
driver and two group leaders of a group

of 15+. Please give us a 48-hour notice in
writing to RSwiggum@TejonOutlets.com.
The Outlets at Tejon is excited to
offer a number of wonderful features
to the already stellar shopping
destination.
• Beat the heat! Our attractive new
canopies offer shade and large fans to
keep shoppers cool while on the hunt
for the best deals and steals.
• An 80-room Hampton Inn is now open
adjacent to the Outlets. Featuring an
indoor pool and fitness center, the
hotel is ready to host travelers after a
day of fun-filled shopping, dining and
more!
• Bath and Body Works has joined the
Outlets at Tejon!
• Pottery Barn has also expanded with
Pottery Barn Kids and Pottery Barn
Teens.
• Download the Outlets at Tejon app
for the latest deals and news from your
favorite brands. Access from home or
at the Outlets at Tejon to learn about
events, new stores, center hours and
more. You can even win exclusive prizes
instantly!
• A great stop for excellent social
distancing shopping!

Spend some time in the open air
and shop the great stores and favorite
brands such as Michael Kors, Nike, Polo
Ralph Lauren, Coach, Levis, Le Creuset,
and more! We’ve got something for
everyone!
Please let us know if you or
your clients would like to review our
COVID-19 protocols. We are happy to
send them to you.
Whether traveling with friends and
family or colleagues and associates,
and wherever your California
adventures take you, the Outlets at
Tejon welcomes groups of all sizes
as well as FIT travelers. Right on your
route between Los Angeles and San
Francisco, we are ready to treat you
to that perfect mid-trip shopping and
dining break.
We’d love to be part of the
itineraries and programs you offer visitors
(both Groups and FITs) to Southern
California. Please let us know what
you need from us by writing to Becky
Swiggum at RSwiggum@TejonOutlets.
com or Carolyn J. Feimster at Carolyn@
CJFMarketingInternational.com.
Outlets at Tejon
tejonoutlets.com
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Kidron, Ohio

VISIT LEHMAN’S FOR A
SLICE OF THE SIMPLE LIFE
Why were we voted the best place
to visit in Amish Country four years in
a row? Why is there “a store nowhere
else” like us? Because we exist to
create a simpler life for you and your
loved ones.

VOTED

BEST

NATION
DESTI
IN AMISH COUNTRY

IF YOU HAVEN ’ T BEEN
TO
LATELY,
you simply haven’t been!
Invite your guests to our rambling retail store for a visit full
of history and wonder. Shop thousands of new products
including an expanded camping selection, a year-round Christmas
room, Polish Pottery and more - FOR A SIMPLER LIFE.

Visit Lehmans.com/bus-tours for all the group tour offerings
and information. Please allow at least two hours for your visit.

SHOP ANYTIME AT LEHMANS.COM
800.438.5346
On the Square in Kidron, OH • Open every day except Sunday
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Lehman’s is the perfect place to
bring your group tour — with free
parking, ample restrooms, the Cast Iron
Café for snacks and sandwiches, and
35,000 square feet of unusual products
and antiques for visitors to enjoy. We
suggest at least two hours for your visit
because there is so much to see.
Visit lehmans.com/events for an
updated list of lifestyle workshops,
special events and production
demonstrations. We have something
fun going on every single Saturday!
Founded In 1955 by Jay Lehman to
serve the local Amish with non-electric
appliances, tools and supplies, today
Lehman’s is a one-of-a-kind destination.
The store is like a mercantile from a
century ago.
There are multiple departments for
delightful shopping within Lehman’s;
the lobby features a pre-Civil Warera barn. Visit the north end of the
store for the famous assortment of
non-electric appliances, including
wood heating and cooking stoves, and
old-time hardware. Be sure to visit our
Tiny House on a Tiny Homestead just
outside the garden room.
Wander into the pantry filled with
locally produced food, visit the toy
barn featuring imagination-drive toys
and games, and don’t miss the lamp
room (and the country’s only Aladdin
Museum of Light). Browse through the
apparel and home décor rooms, taking
note of the year-round Christmas
display. Spend at least half an hour in
the housewares room, with thousands
of products for cooking, baking, and
food preparation and preservation. Pick
up your favorite all-natural personal
care products, such as goat’s milk soap,
as well as all natural cleaning supplies,
like our famous Beeswax Furniture
Polish.
Enjoy thousands of museum-quality
antiques and create memories to last a
lifetime.
Lehman’s
800-438-5346
lehmans.com/kidron_store_bus_tours

ADVERTORIAL

Wayne County, Ohio

SHOPPING OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND
IN WAYNE COUNTY, OHIO
Wayne County, in the heart of
Ohio’s Amish County, invites you and
your group to experience a simpler
way of life this year. Wayne County
is known for its less crowded local
charm, yet still offers great shopping,
restaurants and hotels, with all the
amenities of larger cities.
Your visit to Amish Country may
include shopping along Main Street
Downtown Wooster with its many
boutique style shops and restaurants
and of course, the Everything
Rubbermaid Store right on the square,
or a stop at The J.M. Smucker Company
Store and Café in Orrville, where you
will find a vast array of their signature
brands from coffee to pet food.
Bring your coolers to fill up with local
cheeses and chocolates from Shisler
Cheese, then continue to Lehman’s
Hardware in Kidron, where you will

discover oil lamps, kitchen utensils
and human powered tools that can be
passed down to future generations.
P. Graham Dunn offers laser engraved
wood products. Get your name
engraved on something while you wait!
Take a tour of the world-class, 110 acre,
Secrest Arboretum, and plan for a meal
on the beautiful grounds.
In the summer, enjoy a performance
of The Ohio Light Opera, on the
College of Wooster Campus. America’s
premier lyric theater festival offers fully
staged, fully orchestrated and engaging
productions of classic operettas and
musicals. We are home to several local
wineries, a brewery and a distillery.
Tours and tastings are available at their
facilities.
Our outdoor attractions include
Brown’s Lake Bog, a national landmark,
where you can see a kettle bog formed

www.wccvb.com
1.800.362.6474

Pine Tree Barn Store

by glaciers over 13,000 years ago.
Johnson Woods State Nature preserve
provides a 1½-mile boardwalk trail
providing views of one of Ohio’s few
remaining old growth forests. Wooster
memorial Park includes a 1-mile ADA
accessible paved trail. The Killbuck
Marsh Wildlife Area offers visitors rare
views of bald eagles and trumpeter
swans that frequent the marsh.
Wayne County Convention
& Visitors Bureau
800-362-6474
wccvb.com

While the holidays are a great
time for shopping and dining,
groups can enjoy Wayne County
any time of the year. We have a
beautiful Arboretum for a special tour
or meal and opportunities for groups
to fill their own cream stick or plant
their own flower pot. Visit our one-ofa-kind attractions like Lehman’s, the
J.M. Smucker Company Store and
Café, P. Graham Dunn and Everything
Rubbermaid. Add in a stop at a local
winery for the relaxing end to the day.

grouptourmagaziner.com
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Eagan, Minnesota

EAGAN, MINNESOTA –
WHERE FANTASTIC SHOPPING IS FOUND
Eagan is your ultimate destination
for fantastic football, fashion, food
and fun! As the proud home of the
Minnesota Vikings, Eagan invites you
to immerse yourself in the Viking Lakes
experience, which includes the stateof-the-art Vikings Museum and the
Vikings Locker Room. Plus, you can
enjoy a four-star luxurious stay at the
brand-new Omni Viking Lakes Hotel
complete with rich Nordic traditions
every corner you turn. Whether it’s
the Scandinavian spa experience at
Idlewild Spa; dining at celebrity chef
Ann Kim’s restaurant, Kyndred Hearth;
or browsing at Copper and Thistle, a
beautiful boutique that offers nostalgic
collections that complement modern
indulgences, this retreat destination is
unlike any other.
If shopping is part of your playbook,
head over to the largest outlet mall
in the Upper Midwest — Twin Cities
Premium Outlets. This upscale retail
haven in Eagan features over 100
unique stores and world-famous brands
such as Calvin Klein, Fossil, Kate Spade,
Levi’s, Nike and Saks Fifth Avenue
OFF 5th. Don’t let the sometimesunpredictable Minnesota weather
get in the way — covered walkways
will ensure a worry-free shopping
experience. Complimentary Wi-Fi as
well as a full-service information desk
also create a space for you to have
fun and shop to your heart’s content!
Join the VIP Shopper’s Club for even

Copper and
Thistle
at Omni Viking
Lakes Hotel
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more deals and discounts and always
remember, clothes and shoes are TAX
FREE! As an added bonus, groups also
receive a complimentary VIP Coupon
Book featuring exclusive deals.
Just a five-minute drive from Twin
Cities Premium Outlets is one of the
most visited tourist destinations in
the world — Mall of America. Its four
million square feet is comprised of
dazzling hallways that lead you to
over 520 world-class stores, more
than 60 restaurants and an impressive
array of attractions. Mall of America
is home to the largest indoor theme
park, Nickelodeon Universe®, offering
approximately 30 rides and attractions
for all ages to enjoy. You’ll find other
great attractions and stores at the Mall
including SEA LIFE® Mall of America,
FlyOver® America, Crayola Experience,
Rick Bronson’s House of Comedy,
The Escape Game, Moose Mountain
Adventure Golf and much more!
Averaging 40 million guests each year,
the Mall is a one-of-a kind shopping
experience. The savings don’t stop
when you shop at MOA as Enjoy Eagan
provides groups with a complimentary
MOA coupon book voucher, which
offers deals and discounts on
hundreds of stores. Don’t forget Mall
of America is only five to 10 minutes
from all 19 Eagan hotels and most offer
complimentary shuttle service to and
from the Mall and MSP Airport — score!
The “shopportunities” don’t end
there! When you’re looking for worryfree and convenient retail therapy,
Central Park Commons is the answer.
Eagan’s newest shopping wonderland
is a perfect mix of specialty shops
and dining establishments. Your group
will love the variety of goodies to
be bought at DSW, Marshalls, Sierra,
HomeGoods and many more. Not only
does Central Park Commons offer
an amazing shopping experience, its
landscape was strategically designed
to encompass the CPC Village, which
just so happens to be fully stocked
with flavor-packed lunch and dinner

B

Mall o

Twin Cities Premium Outlets

options including Café Zupas, Hawaii
Poke Bowl, Punch Pizza and more.
And when it comes time to
refuel and relax, Eagan boasts over
100 spectacular restaurants and 19
incredible hotels with a low lodging tax
of 3% — most featuring complimentary
breakfast and shuttle service. Eagan
is THE place to book a fantastic group
tour no one will ever forget!
For a complete listing of stores and
all the latest and greatest information
about Twin Cities Premium Outlets,
Mall of America, Central Park Commons
and other shopping in the Eagan area,
visit eaganmn.com/shopping.
Eagan Convention & Visitors Bureau
866-324-2620
eaganmn.com/shopping

FANTASTIC
GROUP TOURS
BEGIN IN EAGAN

TAX-FREE
SHOPPING
ON CLOTHES
AND SHOES!

HOME OF THE MINNESOTA VIKINGS
& TWIN CITIES PREMIUM OUTLETS
19 INCREDIBLE HOTELS
NEAR MALL OF AMERICA ®
TOP RATED ATTRACTONS
Mall of America®

Central Park
Commons

Twin Cities
Premium
Outlets®

FOR DETAILS ON HOW TO ENJOY EAGAN SAFELY
EAGANMN.COM/TRAVELSAFELY
VISIT EAGANMN.COM OR CONTACT
DENISE OLSEN FOR MORE INFORMATION
DENISE@EAGANMN.COM · ENJOY EAGAN · 866-324-2620
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Nashville, Tennessee

FIFTH + BROADWAY BRINGS A NEW VISITOR
ATTRACTION TO DOWNTOWN NASHVILLE
A new shopping, dining, cultural
and entertainment destination is
coming to Nashville and promises to
quickly become the new heart and soul
of downtown! Opening March 2021,
Fifth + Broadway will be one of the
largest mixed-use developments in
the city’s history. Strategically located
across from the Ryman Auditorium
and Bridgestone Arena, it is at the
crossroads of one of the South’s most
iconic and busiest hubs.
A 6.2-acre site that was once home
to the city’s Convention Center, Fifth
+ Broadway seamlessly provides the
opportunity to live, work and play all
in one city block location as residents
are already moving into the apartments
and companies are opening in the office
tower.
“Our mission is to provide the
visitor market with the opportunity to
participate in the favorite activities of
the traveler, which includes shopping
and dining, but now it will be offered
in a unique environment that is
authentic to the Nashville music and
art scene,” said Carolyn J. Feimster,
travel & tourism manager. She went on
to explain how Nashville has evolved
into a hub for fashion designers making
Fifth + Broadway a shopping mecca
with a combination of national retailers
along with an array of eclectic shops.

“To match and exceed the amazing
Nashville culinary scene, Fifth +
Broadway will include everything from
signature restaurants, downtown
diners, rustic farm-to-table bistros,
cafes and lounges,” Feimster said.
The Assembly Food Hall will further
enhance the culinary appeal as an
open eatery with chef-driven outlets to
include indoor and outdoor communal
tables.
The featured venue will be
the Rooftop Dining Terrace and
Entertainment Deck, which will overlook
the historic Ryman Auditorium, Lower
Broadway and the Bridgestone Arena,
which houses professional sporting
events and concerts. “We are excited
that this Rooftop Terrace will hold up
to 2,000 people, making it the place to
see and be seen in Nashville,” Feimster
explained. And in addition to that, this
stellar Rooftop Terrace is available
to the travel trade for partial and
total buy-outs for an amazing group
experience!
As a major anchor to the project
and opening this fall, the National
Museum of African American Music
(NMAAM) will be a 56,000 square foot
facility where visitors will discover
the many connections and influences
that African Americans have had on
all types of music. From classical to

country to jazz and hip-hop, NMAAM
will integrate history and interactive
technology to share the untold story
of more than 50 music genres and
subgenres telling a unique narrative
through the lens of black music.
And for those who know a day will
not be enough at Fifth + Broadway,
they can book their Nashville stay
at the newly renovated Renaissance
Nashville, which is a luxury haven
situated in the heart of Nashville and
attached to Fifth + Broadway.
“We have designed group-friendly
visitor programs for all sectors of
the travel trade,” Feimster said. “We
welcome working one-on-one with the
travel trade to customize programs to
meet individual needs.” Some of the
programs Fifth + Broadway is launching
include:
Group-Friendly Programs:
• Meet + Greets will be available for

groups of any size with a 24-hour
notice to receive the FASHION +
FOOD + FUN Visitor Pass of special
offers, amenities, gifts with purchase,
discounts and more.
• Project tours can be arranged in
advance.
• Pre-paid gift cards can be included in
the materials for each member of the
group.

Student Market:

• Performance space will be available.
• Student rates at NMAAM.
• Pre-purchased, low cost dining cards.
• Training Materials such as images,
logos and text for your printed and online brochures.
We welcome you and your
groups to Fifth + Broadway. For
more information, please contact
Carolyn J. Feimster at Carolyn@
CJFMarketingInternational.com.
Fifth + Broadway
fifthandb.com
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SHOP + DINE + ENJOY
Fifth + Broadway is a retail, dining, cultural and entertainment venue
like no other. Treat yourself to shopping favorites, ridiculously delicious
food and rooftop views while sipping on a tasty hand-crafted cocktail
and soaking up Nashville’s legendary artistic vibe.
Fifth + Broadway is a “must visit” for every Nashville experience.

JENI’S ICE CREAM | ARIAT | CAVA | HATTIE B’S | BLANCO | EDDIE V’S | SLIM & HUSKY’S | REVV | RAY-BAN
NASH COLLECTION | FREE PEOPLE | ELIXR & MORE + THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSIC

We offer all out-of-town guests a FASHION + FOOD + FUN
Visitor Pass filled with a variety of special offers, amenities,
gifts with purchase, discounts and more.
For more information on all of our Group-Friendly programs,
please contact Carolyn Feimster at:

FIFTHANDB.COM

Carolyn@CJFMarketingInternational.com
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Laredo, Texas

SHOPPING AWAITS IN LAREDO, TEXAS
The year 2020 marks Laredo’s
265th birthday. It’s a time to reflect
on how far Laredo has come and how
much Laredo has grown. With over 40
hotel properties, a variety of shopping
centers, family-themed activities and
many restaurants to choose from,
Laredo is a destination friendly for all
budgets.
Some people enjoy getting their
steps in during nature hikes, others
do it while taking part in some retail
therapy. Whether you’re shopping for
brand labels or looking for that unique
artisan gift to take back home, Laredo
is the place to find it. The Outlet
Shoppes at Laredo feature more than
30 name brands with amazing savings
all around. There’s also plenty of
parking for buses along with shopping
incentives for groups.
If you’re looking for an indoor
shopping excursion, head on over to
Mall del Norte. You can’t leave Laredo
without making a stop along San

#HolaLaredo

| VisitLaredo.com

KNOW THE REAL LAREDO
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Bernardo Avenue to pick
up some authentic “Made
in Mexico” souvenirs. Some
of the most popular items
include wrought-iron,
ceramics, home décor,
cooking tools and leather
goods. Time flies as you
spend a day strolling San
Bernardo visiting each
import shop.
You mustn’t forget
Laredo’s hidden gem,
downtown Laredo! The
stores downtown include
clothing, electronics, jewelry, fragrances
and more. The price-point is very
budget-friendly and there is an ample
amount of parking around.
For a complete listing of
independent boutiques and shopping
centers around town go to VisitLaredo.
com. Make sure to download Laredo’s
official tourism app – Visit Laredo, TX
and you’ll be sure to enjoy a virtual

visitor center at your fingertips.
Getting to Laredo is the easiest
part! Laredo is served by Interstate
Highway 35; US Highway 59 and 83,
and Texas Highway 359. And don’t
forget, we’re located at mile marker 1 of
IH-35. See you in Laredo!
Visit Laredo
956-795-2200
visitlaredo.com
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Atlantic City, New Jersey

THE FUN IS BACK AT
RESORTS CASINO HOTEL
Located on the Atlantic City
Boardwalk, Resorts is your one-of-akind choice for the perfect getaway.
With state-of-the-art disinfecting
and air purification systems installed
throughout the property, you can
enjoy your favorite slot machines and
table games safely and comfortably.
Play confidently knowing our air is
disinfected through advanced bipolar
ionization technology, proven to be
over 99% effective in neutralizing
COVID-19. We’re also the first and only
casino in Atlantic City to use ultraviolet
light technology from PurpleSun, a
brand trusted by the nation’s top
healthcare professionals. With a variety
of slot machines and table games
located throughout our spacious
83,000 square-foot casino floor, there’s
no better place to play. Sports fans can
also check out our very own DraftKings
Sportsbook. Catch the action on ultra-

high definition LED video walls, and
never miss a chance to win with our
24-hour betting kiosks!
While you’re here, be sure to check
out our award-winning restaurants,
currently offering takeout and limited
capacity dining. Enjoy a veranda
breakfast at Breadsticks Café &
Grill overlooking the world-famous
Atlantic City Boardwalk.. For lovers of
authentic Italian cuisine, Capriccio is

a must-try — voted No. 1 U.S. Casino
Restaurant by USA TODAY’s 10 Best
Reader’s Choice Awards. Eastwind and
Mukashi Sushi Bar offer delicious Asian
cuisine just steps away from the casino
floor. In the mood for more laid-back
eats? Nothing beats Jimmy Buffet’s
Margaritaville and our beachside
Landshark Bar & Grill. We also offer
numerous on-site amenities, including a
spa and salon, an indoor-outdoor pool,
and multiple retail shops.
So whether it’s cleanliness, amazing
food, or quality slots and tables with
the friendliest staff in AC — you can
bet on Resorts!
Contact Meg Lewis at 609-3407715 to book your trip today.
Resorts Casino Hotel
609-340-7715
resortsac.com

TRAVEL TO RESORTS CASINO HOTEL IN ATLANTIC CITY
There’s something special here. A feeling, an energy, a personality
that says, this is the one place you can’t miss. The one place with
LandShark, AC’s only year-round beachside bar and restaurant. And
DraftKings, AC’s best sportsbook. Plus, the laid-back fun of Jimmy
Buffett’s Margaritaville and award-winning dining spots like Capriccio
and Gallagher’s.
Along with the best dealers. The most welcoming staff. The best
of everything. Each one of a kind. In a one of a kind place. Resorts
Casino Hotel. Book your one of a kind getaway today.

CONTACT MEG LEWIS AT 609-340-7715
YOU CAN ALSO USE YOUR COMP DOLLARS AT

1133 BOARDWALK | ATLANTIC CITY, NJ | 08401
RESORTS AC.COM | 609-340-6300
BET WITH YOUR HEAD, NOT OVER IT. GAMBLING PROBLEM? CALL 1-800-GAMBLER.

ONE OF A KIND.
grouptourmagaziner.com
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Deadwood, South Dakota

HISTORIC DEADWOOD

ENTERTAINING GUESTS SINCE 1876
The discovery of gold in South
Dakota’s Black Hills in 1874 set off one
of the great gold rushes in America. In
1876, miners moved into the northern
Black Hills — Deadwood specifically —
where they came across a gulch full of
dead trees and a creek full of gold —
and Deadwood was born.
Practically overnight, the tiny gold
camp boomed into a town that played
by its own rules, attracting outlaws,
gamblers and gunslingers along with
the gold seekers. Wild Bill Hickok was
one of those men who came looking
for fortune. But just a few weeks after
arriving, he was gunned down on the
poker table while holding a hand of
aces and eights — forever after known
as the Dead Man’s Hand.
Deadwood has survived major fires
and numerous economic hardships,
pushing it to the verge of becoming
another Old West ghost town. But
in 1989, limited-wage gambling was
legalized and Deadwood was reborn.
Today, the town is booming once
again. You’ll find modern-day casinos,
resort hotels, full-service spas, big
name concerts, and some of the best
times in the entire United States. You
can play in our many casinos 24/7/364,
trying your luck at the latest slots,
live table games, roulette, craps and

keno at a wide variety of casinos,
surely something for all gaming fans.
Deadwood is known for its laidback fun and friendly, welcoming
atmosphere, perfect for high stakes
gamers or first time players.
Deadwood’s characters, like Wild
Bill, were almost larger than life.
Calamity Jane also made a name for
herself in these parts and is buried next
to Hickok in Mount Moriah Cemetery,
which is presently preserved and open
to the public. Other legends, like Potato
Creek Johnny, Seth Bullock and Al
Swearengen, created their legends
and legacies in this tiny Black Hills
town. Television shows and big screen
productions, like the HBO series and
movie with the town’s namesake, keep
these stories alive, but you can still find
these colorful characters walking the
streets of present-day Deadwood as a
part of Deadwood Alive. This theater
troupe reenacts the major historic
events — like the Trial of Jack McCall
and Wild Bill’s assassination — that
inspired the legends you know today.
Deadwood is not just a gaming
town, far from it. From daily reenactments and sawdust on the
floor to live music and karaoke,
every Deadwood property has its
own personality. You’ll find historic

buildings that still feature grand
staircases, crystal chandeliers and
Old West charm. You’ll also discover
casinos and resorts featuring day spas,
concert venues, shopping, full-service
restaurants, coffee shops and bars.
The city also hosts major events
throughout the year — free — that
draw crowds from all over the globe.
Heck, you can even check out a
preserved gold mine and pan for the
stuff that made thousands come to
town to start with.
We didn’t make history being well
behaved. We’ve been called one of
the best towns in America to have a
good time. From our rodeos, food and
wine festivals, songwriters festivals,
professional snowmobile racing, pub
crawls, and big name concerts—
there’s always something happening
in Deadwood. Besides all that, letting
loose in Deadwood results in some
historic fun. Seriously - the entire town
is a National Historic Landmark.
Come walk in the footsteps of our
legends and make history in Deadwood.
We’ve been entertaining guests
since 1876. Deadwood is prioritizing
safe travel and health and hygiene
protocols are in place to ensure an
enjoyable experience for all. Learn more
at Deadwood.com.
Visit Historic Deadwood
605-578-1876
deadwood.com
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Mt. Pleasant, Michigan

IT’S A NEW DAY AT
SOARING EAGLE CASINO & RESORT
As you can probably guess, one of
the hardest things about any group trip
is making sure everybody has a good
time. That’s why it makes sense to go
to a place where they can do it all.
At Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort,
your guests can experience it all —
whatever their idea of fun is. Everything
from an action-packed gambling casino
to awesome restaurants to a full-service
salon and spa, planning the perfect
group trip has never been easier.
Named 2020’s Best “Up North”
Casino by the Detroit Metro Times,
Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort is the
ultimate place to have a winning time;
and with good reason, as it is home
to Michigan’s largest gaming floor!
Whether they love playing for triple
sevens or putting on a mean poker
face, all guests can really win big with
one of the largest collections of (and
biggest variety of) slot machines and
table games in the whole State of
Michigan. In addition, your guests can
continue their hot streak over at the
bingo hall. So, no matter how they
like to play, a full day of winning and
excitement awaits them.
Then, when a day spent win-
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ning leaves your guests feeling like they
need to recharge, they can always relax
and rewind at Soaring Eagle Resort’s
Salon & Spa. An array of body treatments, facials, signature massages and
more welcome them to an experience
of relaxation they’ve always dreamed of.
Guests can unwind from a week’s worth
of muscle aches and pains thanks to
deep-tissue massages. Or maybe their
idea of stress relief is a nice manicure
and pedicure. Rest assured after a day
spent in absolute “pampering,” your
group guests will be looking good and
feeling good for the big night ahead.
Getting hungry? Soaring Eagle
Casino & Resort presents a variety
of top-notch, award-winning dining
options that’ll suit anyone’s fancy.
Whether they’d like to explore the
robust flavors of Italy or the good old
American taste of a classic burger and
milkshake. Whether they’d prefer the
ease and comfort of a simple buffet
or an award-winning, full-flavor, juicy
steak, your guests will experience the
kind of dining they’re looking for —no
matter what their taste palate. Plus,
they can catch all the latest sports
action at Soaring Eagle Casino &

Resort’s new Sports Bar & Night Club,
Ascend — and watch for the new
Sports book coming soon.
And what’s dinner without a show?
When it comes to entertainment,
Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort
has been voted the Best Outdoor
Concert venue in Michigan, and has
won countless awards for bringing in
top-tiered talent to the middle of the
state. In 2021, for instance, Soaring
Eagle Casino & Resort has planned
some of the biggest acts in the
state: Keith Urban, Shinedown, Luke
Bryan —just to name a few. Be sure
to check online at soaringeaglecasino.
com to confirm details and dates. With
our Entertainment Event packages,
you can easily purchase tickets plus
a discounted hotel rate especially
created for your guests.
Yes, it’s a NEW day. And it makes
perfect sense to go to a place where
your guests can do it all. That place?
Of course, it’s Soaring Eagle Casino &
Resort. Plan your next getaway today.
Soaring Eagle Properties
888-732-4537, ext. 55444
soaringeaglecasino.com

FIND YOUR EVERYTHING
Discover your place to getaway. To indulge and enjoy it all your way. This is your day of
adventure. Your day to win. So come and go all-in. There’s delicious dining, king-size luxury,
big-time winning and so much more at Michigan’s most exciting destination. It’s a New Day

soaringeaglecasino.com

Mt. Pleasant, MI | 1.888.7.EAGLE.7

Extremadura

SPAIN

5

itinerary
musts
for a
group
getaway

Story and photos by Elly DeVries
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My years of traveling have taken me
to many places in Spain. I’ve visited the
Prado Museum in Madrid, stood before
the beautiful castle of Segovia and watched
flamenco dancers in Seville. But, my visit
to Extremadura last fall opened my eyes to
the heart of Old Spain and the historic cities
and towns that lie within.
The Extremadura region of Spain sits
along the country’s western border. It’s neighbored by Portugal to the west and is bounded
by the autonomous communities of CastileLeón to the north, Castile–La Mancha to the

east and Andalusia to the south.
My first impression of the region upon
arriving to the medieval city of Robledillo
de Gata was how rural it felt. The Midwesterner in me already felt connected to the
vast farms, but the mountain range in the
distance reminded me that I was, indeed, a
world away. The region is known for its olive,
fig, cherry and Iberian pig farms, as well as its
UNESCO World Heritage Sites, Roman history and picturesque natural landscapes.
These five experiences are just a small
taste of what Extremadura has to offer.

Tour an olive oil factory
The Extremadura region is responsible for approximately
6% of the total olive oil production in Spain. I visited the
Almazara As Pontis olive oil mill, one of the most advanced
of its kind in Extremadura. The family-owned company is
located in the little town of Elijas in Sierra de Gata. On a tour
of the mill, my group saw the entire process of making its
extra virgin olive oil brand, Vieiru, from the time the farmers
dropped off their olive loads through weighing, sorting and
pressing. The company exports to over 22 countries with a
production of over 300,000 liters (79,000 gallons) per year!
Group tours can be scheduled in advance.
Next door to the olive oil mill is A Velha Fabrica, a fourstar hotel that stands on the remains of an old textile, olive
oil and soap factory. It’s owned by the same family that owns
the mill. Guests can buy botttles of the Almazara As Pontis
olive oil right on-site. My group toured the beautiful property
before enjoying our olive oil tasting. As the experts say, “swirl,
sniff, taste and swallow.”

Almazara As Pontis
olive oil mill, Elijas

Learn all about
Spanish paprika

Paprika pepper farm,
La Vera region

Las Hermanas
paprika factory,
La Vera region

Paprika, that red powdered spice that sits in your
kitchen cupboard, has a long history in the La Vera
region of Extremadura. There are three varieties of paprika: sweet paprika, Hungarian hot paprika and smoked
paprika — the kind Extremadura is known for. Northern
Extremadura has the perfect growing conditions for the
peppers used in its smoked paprika, which is known as
Pimentón de la Vera. Smoked paprika is a staple in Spanish cooking and is the key ingredient in classic dishes like
Spanish chorizo, paella and traditional brava sauce.
We toured Las Hermanas paprika factory, which is
the only female-owned paprika producer in Spain. They
use three different varieties of peppers for their paprika,
two sweet and one spicy. We learned about the process
of making the spice — bags or peppers are dumped out
and viewed for inspection before they are cleaned and
dried over oak fires for more than a week. The peppers
are then milled seven times before the paprika is ready.
To schedule a group tour, operators should contact the
Protected Designation of Origin Pimentón de la Vera.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 120
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Iberian pig farm

Taste Jamón Ibérico
Extremadura is famous for its specialty Iberian cured ham.
Iberian pigs, a traditional breed, graze in the area’s oak forest
landscape, or dehesa. The pigs feast on acorns and herbs,
which gives the cured ham delicacy its unique flavor.
I toured an Iberian pig farm before visiting a factory to
learn about the ham’s journey from the countryside to the
table. There, I learned the art of carving the meat before sampling some myself. The ham’s flavor definitely lived up to the
hype!
An official Iberian Ham Route links woodlands, mountains, towns and villages throughout Extremadura. To book
group jamón tours, contact Pepe Alba with Turismo del Jamón
or Marcos Torres of EXTREM jamón factory.

{
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Jamón Ibérico factory

Where to stay:

Choose a parador (luxury accommodations in a historic building) for your groups’ overnights. I can
personally recommend Parador of Jarandilla de la Vera (a castle), Parador de Plasencia (a 15th-century convent) and Parador de
Mérida (an 18th-century convent). All are very accommodating for groups.

Hear another language:

No, I don’t mean Spanish! The residents that live in valley towns in northwestern
Extremadura speak a different language called A Fala. The romance language is only spoken by some 10,500 people. Most Spaniards don’t know how to speak it or that it even exists! I heard it spoken in the charming village of San Martín de Trevejo.

Closest airports: I flew into Madrid Barajas International Airport, but if you start your journey in Mérida, you could
fly into Seville Airport.

Ready to plan your trip? For more information about Extremadura, visit turismoextremadura.com or spain.info.

{

Group Tour Media’s
Publisher, Elly DeVries,
learns to carve
Jamón Ibérico

Roman Theatre,
Mérida

Visit heritage sites
The charming city of Plasencia combines culture with
nature. On a guided tour of the city, I learned the walled city
center is designated a Cultural Heritage Site, in part because
of its religious buildings, aqueduct, palaces and natural surroundings.
The city of Cáceres is a UNESCO World Heritage City
because of its blend of Roman, Islamic, Northern Gothic and
Italian Renaissance styles. I was taken aback by how truly
beautiful the city was and my photographs didn’t nearly do
it justice. As I walked along the narrow, cobbled streets, I
took in the sights of mansions, palaces, churches and towers.
While here, consider staying at NH Collection Palacio de
Oquendo, it’s centrally located but also very conducive to
groups, espcially because coaches can pull up right in front
of the hotel.
Another UNESCO World Heritage City is Extremadura’s
capital, Mérida. Touring the city is like traveling back in time
to the Roman Empire. A Roman theater still operates some
2,000 years later, in addition to other Roman ruins like an
amphitheater, a temple and a bridge. Visitors can take in
more Roman culture at the National Museum of Roman Art.

Dolmen, Valencia de Alcántara

See the dolmens

The town of Valencia de Alcántara, which sits in
the mountains along the Spain-Portugal border, lies
inside the Tagus International Nature Reserve. The
Spanish portion of the reserve covers 28,000 hectares
(69,190 acreas) and is home to many threatened species. My group took a Jeep tour in the park, where our
guide showed us cork trees and explained how cork is
harvested.
Our guide then took us to see one of Europe’s largest groups of dolmens — single chamber megalithic
tombs. The municipality of Valencia de Alcántara has
48 dolmens in total. The monuments are individual or
collected burial sites that date from between the Neolithic and the Chalcolithic periods. The structures are
simply amazing and are best experienced with a guide,
although self-guided exploration is also an option.
In addition to the dolmens, another must-see for
visitors is the beautiful Roman Bridge at Alcántara. The
massive Roman construction is 180 meters (590 feet)
long and 9 meters (30 feet) wide. It offers a stunning
background for group photos! n
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Roman Bridge, Alcántara
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FANTASTIC
GROUP TOURS
BEGIN IN EAGAN

TAX-FREE
SHOPPING
ON CLOTHES
AND SHOES!

HOME OF THE MINNESOTA VIKINGS
& TWIN CITIES PREMIUM OUTLETS
19 INCREDIBLE HOTELS
NEAR MALL OF AMERICA ®
TOP RATED ATTRACTONS
Mall of America®

Central Park
Commons

Twin Cities
Premium
Outlets®

FOR DETAILS ON HOW TO ENJOY EAGAN SAFELY
EAGANMN.COM/TRAVELSAFELY
VISIT EAGANMN.COM OR CONTACT
DENISE OLSEN FOR MORE INFORMATION
DENISE@EAGANMN.COM · ENJOY EAGAN · 866-324-2620

